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THE CLOVIS NEWS,
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$2.00 PER YEAR

THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 1921.

MRS. TEMPLE'S TELEGRAM

Increasing In Popularity
Sunlight Flour is increasing in popularity for the reason that
it is coming up to every expectation of the housewife. It has
been our aim to have every Curry County housewife to give thisflour a trial and we have felt sure that they would demand Sun- light not only because it is made at home but because it is the

.
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Try It Yourself
We Want Your Grain
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Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.
IF IT'S THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT

The heaviest metal mining of
late years has been in Grant County,
' while Colfux and McKinley counties
lead in coal. The coal supply in New
Mexico is large, a recent geological
'survey showing that the San Jua
Chicago, April 15, 1021 "New baisin c.mtains 10,000,000,000 tons,
Mexico is destined to become a (treat of coal. The only commercial mines,
state," said Kdwnrd Chambers, Vice in this field are around Gallup. Thoj
1'resident of the Atchison, Topeka Colfax County field covers more than j
'iiihI Santa Ke Railway System, who 1.000,000 acres. Smaller coal fields
liUely hits been on mi inspection trip ate to be found in Santa Fe, Socorro,!
over Santa Ke territory.
Lincoln and other counties."
"It is a va.'t storehouse of natural
Mr. Chambers called attention to
ivsouiccs for tlu' development of the great f.irests of virgin pine and
which nn increaseil population anil other timber in the state.
"About
These ten mjllion acres are included in N'a- new capital will he required.
must come largely through the efforts tional Forests," he said. "Consider- of the citizens of New Mexico.
able timber is also owned by the state
"The (treat agricultural assc's of and individuals.
My information is
rich valleys, broad plains and high that New Mexico has a timber supply
mesas are yet 'to be realized," Mr. sufficient for the next hundred years.
Chambers continued. "Imitation may
"As de from material resources,
More than fix (
lie much extended.
New Mexico has many attractions for
million acre feet of water from the
the tourist in beautiful mounlalr
Hio (inutile, Pecos, San Juan, Gila,
scenery, delightfully coM mountain
Canadian and smaller streams are. playgrounds, interesting ruins of pre.
available to reclaim an additional two
historic peoples and the early Spanish
million acres of valley land. The
'settlers. The climate is healthful,
plains districts are especially adapted
from
beneficial to those suffering
tn the growing of the finest hard
lung and throat troubles. Warm medi- wheat, corn and the sorghum (trains.
cal springs arc found in many sec.
"The livestock industry will nlsa
tinns of the state, the waters of which
develops, farm
(trow an farming
have curative values."
grown feeds supplementinit the rich
In the opinion of Mr. Chambers,
native (trasses, I am pleased to note
Mexico has such a variety of op
New
the (trMtter interest in dairying and
to offer the investor, the
portunities
hot growing.
tourist' and the health
settler,
the
miner"The mountains arc full of
seeker, that progress and growth
should be rapid during the next few
years. But to encourage develop
4
Regular Meeting
4
meat it will be necessary for all inClOVIS COMMANDERY
terest, to cooperate closely. "The
Will be held at Musonic Hall
Fe liailway," Mr. Chambers
Santa
Second and Fourth Friday
"stands ready to
nights of each month.
with New Mexico in directing the at- at 8:00 O'clock.
ten'tion of investors to the state, and
All Sir Knights residing in
!t.i
that end it already has in course
this jurisdiction are Invited.
illustrated
of preparation a fifty-pagids.
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Which Costs More?
TO HAVE HAIL INSURANCE
AND NOT NEED IT
OR

HAIL INSURANCE
AND NOT HAVE IT

TO NEED

INSURE YOUR WHEAT NOW WITH

enthusiastic in its approval of the
The Newt has gathered tome staentire cast.
A great deal of the credit for the
tistics showing something of the
freight shipments during the month of
success of the play ia due to Mr.
TRLENT F. P. McCall, who worked so faith
February, 1021, as compared to the
fully with the young people throughmonth of February, 1920. They show
out the rehearsals.
that a total of 83 cars were shipped
Plajr Keeps Audience in Uproar From
from here last February as Compared
Cluss Stunts.
Start To Finiih. Freshmen Win
to 108 during February
An interesting feature of the evenof 1921.
Honors in Class Stunts.
ing was the class stunts, which were
These shipments have been about as
staged between acts by the junior,
follows:
Clovis High
of
the
senior
class
The
'1920-192sophomore, and freshman classes.
when
School made the hit of the year
Leonard Jernigan, in the role of a
70
Kafir, maize and corn
42
they presented "Mrs. Temple's Tele
Yiddish peddler, won the crowd in6
8
Wheat
gram" at the Lyceum Tuesday even
stantly, and carried off the honors
15
12
Cattle
ing. The play, a ripping farce, was
Hogs
3
9
for the yearlings, The doll show by
a scream from beginning to end.
the sophomores and the humorous
Broom Corn
2
- 0
played,
by
Marion
Jack Temple,
skit by the juniors were also good.
The rest of the shipments were
Elliott, and Frank Fuller, played by
High shhool play.
made up of other commodities,
themselves
Hobdy,
proved
Clarence
200 cars of merchandise and other
to be without peer in spinning yarns.
ATTENTION ELKS
shipments were received here this
Kuby Suman, playing the part of
February as compared to 378 cars
showed
Temple,
Mrs.
the Jealous wife,
Friday night, April, 22nd, will be
February of last year. One car load
remarkuble talent in so trying a part, the last night of the card club for
of autos were shipped in during that
and Aileen Reed made an ideal little this season.
Further entertainments
month of this yar as compared to
sister, Dorothy.
will be worked out by the committee.
twenty last year.
Wendell Foreman,
aa Captniil Come out and let them know what you
Shipping figures show that whole Shnrpe, fitted into the military charwant. Visiting brothers always welsale houses have received about one- - acter very well, while Kent Hunt,
Committee.
come.
fourth more tonnage than last year as Wigson, with his "That's just
The News gives these figures which what I was going to do," kept the
SCAVENGER NOTICE
show that after all general business house in an uproar.
Lies multiplied and the plot con.
conditions compare very favorably
The mayor has nppointed a new
with the high period of a year ago. tinned to thicken with the entrance city scavenger and his phone number
The lack of shipment in grain has of Mr. and Mrs. Brown, played by i 20. No one has the right to haul
boen caused to a great extent by the Miller Crouch and Zella Mae Tierce, off dead animals or refuse except
low prices.
and Mrs. Fuller,' played by Moye the city scavenger. Call 20 when you
Myei.
He
have work of this kind.
The play progressed promptly,
For hemstitching and picoting see
News Classified Ads bring results.
Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Dry Goods without a single pause or embar-assin- g
moment, and the audience was Fhone us. No. 97.
store.
"tfc
1

,
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Clovis, New Mexico

SANTA FE OFFICIAL

folder which will bring New Mexico
The folder
Information
will be distributed in ull parts of the
United States and Canada."
J. F. Jarrell and A. M. Hove, editor and assistant editor, respectively,
of "The Eurth," the Santa Fu's
and industrial paper, are
collecting material for the company's
new folder, and Chambers, of Comn
merce have ben asked to fiirnwh
of
Distribution
information.
00,000 copies will be made.
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Successor to Baker Bros.
Clovis,

CLOVIS GUN CLbB HOLDS
FIRST SHOOT OF SEASON
Members of the Clovis Gun Club
cracked the birds right and left Sunday afternoon in their first shoot of
the season. Juke Noble and I'aiu
Winstead tied for honors of he day,
each breaking 20. The club will hold
shoot? once a week from now on.
The Scores.
Zenver. 7.
Winstead, 20.
Kennedy, 1 .
Ilrown, 19.
Jollv. I I.

The Mew Styles Are Here

1

They're
Men want a change.
tired of the old styles; tired of
the old woolens; tired of the old

flick Noble, 4.
Jake Noble, 20.
John Howard, 4.
Zerwer, 8.
Nelson, 17.
Kennedy, 0.

t
iir
were
giving our
i
J
menus a new ucu
patrons anuJ C'
r

prices.

1

Kennedy, 0.
Stallings, 13.
Chapman, 0.
Jolly, Hi.
Jake Noble, 20.

KIRSCHBAUM
CLOTHES

Zorwcr, 1 !.
Winstead, 20.
Howard, 8.
Pick Noble, 10.
Brown, 18.

$25, $30, $35 to $45

Chapman, 7.
I.ilidley, 13.
Dick Noble, 11.
Jake Noble, 7; Brown, 8.
Winstead, .15; Perwer, 10.

The finest of designs and woolens and priced on a new and
lower basis. To appreciate the

SHOW WINDOW DAMAGED
One of Mnndcll's show windows
was damaged and most of the goods
on display were 'spoiled Tuesday night
by water from a fauret in the off lev
on the second floor of the building.
The night police called Mr. Mandell
at 3:00 o'clock in the morning, notifying him of the deluge, but by that
time most of the goods in the window
were wntersoaked.

If it
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not Sunlight, it
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bigness of the values, you must
see them!
Every
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transaction here is backed
guarantee.
money-bac- k

ia not the

best.

Refular ComAunication.

i
New Mexico
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Spring Finds Us Ready

1

Clovis Abstract and

Insurance Co.

BIG HIT T

DISPLAIJID

best.

I

MIES

Both Incoming and Outgoing Car
Number Las Than Last Year
During MWh of Fbruarjr.

A. M.
A. F.
Next Tundar Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

4
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4
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W. I. Luikart & Co.
m
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I Boys' and Girls' :

First National Bank

Club Corner
Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader

By Mrs.

OF CLOVIS
The West Chanel grouD has select
.
. O .
.
...I
I
eu me tan. aaiuruay
in eacn momn
ai their genera) club day.
!

1

Total Resurces Over One Million Dollars

4

Fairfield club, accompanied by Mr.
Blinkinitaff, one of the teachers, attended the meeting held at Locust
Grove schol house Monday morning.

444444444444444444444

Member Federal

United States

For Government

Depository

Rocks.

Dwight Hurley of Havener has
taken up pig club work and purchased
a pig from Dr. Crile of Roiwell 10
that he could1 have the "same chance"
as the other members of the Havener
club.

Reserve System

Government Supervision

We

want your trade, we plan to work for it.

An inspection of our work clothes offering will
show you how well we deserve it.
' ','(,

7

as t iitk 1

Ruskin.
To local leaders If any pig club
member has not secured a registered
pig for his work this year, please notify the club agent specifying the
breed desired so that stock can be located for him.
4
The Fairfield club is organized and
have commenced work. The officers
for 1121 in the federated projects

4 Paid on
Savings Accounts

Boxes for Rent

iu our work clothes department at this time.
These savings are not alone in price, but in
wearing qualities as well.

"To watch the corn grow, or the
blossoms set; to draw hard breath
or spade; to read,
over plough-shar- e
to think, to love, to pray these are
the things that make a man liBppy."

Postal Savings

g Safety Deposit

I

Anyone having baby chicks for
sale please notify the county agricultural office. There are requests l.i
for Rhode Island Reds and Barred

WE OFFER YOU MANY SAVINGS

are:
Jefferson Boone, President.
Luther Moss, Vice President.
Octa (.'lark,

Secretary-Treasure-

4 4
One of the best lessons Mr. Cummings left for the club boys and girls
of Curry county was the intense
Americanism he lives. An Americanism that means much to the youthful
citizenship, the sort that is

Believing we have every facility for properly taking
care of our customers, we solicit your account.
None too small for us to appreciate.

honest and intelligent.

4 4
Paul Giles of Popular Grove, Ark.,
won first prize in the county for his
corn club work last year.
Paul's
acre made a yield of 76.3.
George Barner of the Good Luck
Club, won second with a yield of
68.25. The prizes were $50 and $25
each.

4 4
to be used for payments on the piano.
Everyone be sure to be there.
Elmer Witherspoon is very ill with
NOTES 4
pneumonia. We sure miss him from
school.

The "Farm Bureau" meeting which
was held in the auditorium was well
attended, and every one received a
BELLVIEW SCHOOL
lot of good afrom the talk by Mr.
Cummings. Most of the farmers there
joined the Farm Bureau.
School work is going on with (treat
The young folks did not have any
est and we are accomplishing very
B. Y. P. U. Sunday night on account
much.
PLEASANT HILL ITEMS
of not having received the quarterlThe club members are all talking
ies. But we are hoping to have them
4.
and planning the nice times they will
by next Sunday.
'
have at the club meetings next sumQuite a number attended the SingThe young folks practiced singing
mer.
ing convention at Ranchvale Sunday. Sunday night.
No one is thinking of dropping out
The B. Y. I'. I'. Social which was
A few visitors from Hollehe were
this year. We decided to have our held at the home of Mr. G. W. Hyde
at rit'HMitit Hill Sunday evening.
club meetings the second and fourth Friday night was enjoyed by all, and
Mr. Gordon Smith has been visitj
Saturday afternoons.
a good time was reported.
y
ing
at the home of Mr. S. M.
There will be a program and pic,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Graham visited
here of lat
appear n the school auditorium Sat-- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. II.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Hyde atended
urdny night April :i0. The money is peLozier, Sunday.
church in Clovis Sunday.
There will be singing at the Bap44444444444444 tist church of Pleasant Hill Sunday
May 1st. Everybody come.
Miss Mary Eads spent the night
with Mrs. Hyde Friday.
A number are planning to go to
the summer school at Silver City
this summej.
Who Know.?
Where did Bryan go Sunday night?
Who was lonesome Sunday night?
Who left the social early Friday
"Business is Good."
night.
Who got home at 3 o'clock, and
why was he detained?
Whi"h way has the Chandler cat
FARWELL 4 been going the lat month?
CLOVIS
Who was asleep when the seat turnover?
ed
92
Phone
40
How many got scared while riding in the airplane?
Who found the siost peanuts, and
what he got?
OILS
Who attended the show in Clovis
.. i
Thursday night?
'
OAS
Who was reading the "Joke Book"
Sunday night?

44444444444444

Snod-derl-

Work That Some of tht Other Counties aro Doing.
Quay County has shipped in 26
Holstein calves from Wisconsin.
There will also be a registered sheep
club that will secure stock from without the county. The pig club club
members are securing stock that is
Quay grown this year.
Union County will conduct p great- -

er part of the work in connection with
the Farm Bureau this year. They
have 13 local lenders who are assisting in the work of organization.
Bernalillo County hi'.s a real
booster in the Albuquerque Journal.
The Journal is offering $lut) in prizes
for corn clu1 vovk this year, Mr. Reynolds, former agent of Roosevelt
County, is fostering the work there.
Santa Fe County has organized
work in poultry, pig and garden projects this year.
Torrance County has secured Mr.
Raymond Curry as club agent. The
work has already been begun by Inst
year's local leader and prospects nr
splendid there this year.
Valencia County has a new club
agent who began his work April 1th.
Club work is being conducted in
sixteen counties in New Mexico.
Where are you going to put Curry
County in the list of sixteen?
1
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IT'S

A LONG

NOT ONLY

IN

CLOVIS

Similar Caiet Occur Daily In This
Vicinity.
Not only here in Clovis but in our
neighbor ng tawns, the same, good
story is heard. An encouraging instance from Portales is given here,
and will be read by us with gre:it
interest.
Charles W. Carroll, Box 175, Portales. N. Mex., b:'Vr: "My kidneys
got out of order some time ago and
My
caused me a heap of trouble.
back was so lame and weak, I could
hardly bend over. My kidneys were
in bad shape and caused me much annoyance. I fell tired, out and had no
ambition. Mornings I felt unrefresii-ed- ,
A friend recommended Doan's
Kidney Tills und I got some.. About
fair boxes of this medicine cured mo,
fixing me up in l shape.
60c, at all dealers.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
9
A--

Foster-Milbur-

n

WAY TO CLUB

PERFECTION
(Tune "Tippcrary."
It's a long way to club perfection,
It's e long way to go,
But we'll raise pigs, chickens and
gardens,
And we'll cook and can and sew;
Good-bye- ,
loss and failure, good-by- e
doubt and fear,
It's a long way to club perfection,
But we're getting near,
Deleware Club Song.

TEXAS WONDER
for kidney and bladder troubles, grav-i- t,
weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
lot told by your druggist will be sent
oy mail on receipt of SI. 25.
One
small bottle often cures. Send for
worn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Ha'l,
2926 Olive st. St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

The Telephone Is Back
to Normal

1

4444444444444444444444444444

PLAINS

BUYING

AND

j

SELLING ASSOCIATION

!

ti
ti

Havener

"

COAL

j

"

"

MEN

FEEDS
GROCERIES

CELEBRATED MOLINE LISTERS
WE WILL TICKLE YOUR PALATE FREE
WITH SUNSHINE BISCUIT PRODUCTS ON
SATURDAY, APRIL 23rd.
SOMETHING FOR

NOTHING-CO-

The Curry County Chapter of the
American Red Cross wants to see you
if you are in need of hospital care,
vocational training or compensation
from the government. Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovis Newt Office.

Try a Clovis

News Classified Ad.

During the past three or four months there has been a
steady improvement in the telephone service, both Local and
Long Distance.

Congestion of plant has been greatly relieved; intensive
training of operating employes has added to operating efficiency, and the morale of our organization's personnel is back
standards.
to pre-war

There is a constant, determined and concerted effort on
quality
the part of the employe body to render the
of Telephone Service, and this spirit on their part is being rewarded by the appreciation of a grateful public. Certainly
there is no other industry which was affected so adversely by
war conditions that has made so rapid a recovery in point of
"old-tim-

e"

service.

We especially call attention to improvement in our Long
Distance Service. The long delays occasioned by war-tim- e
activities are things of the past Our long lines afford the
most efficient mean for the dispatch of business with distant
points.
n
basis will save
By the vray, calls on a
of
against
the
cent,
cost
calls for a paras
20
at least per
ticular person. If you are not fully informed on this point,
ask our local manager and he will explain. He will also explain our reduced Evening and Night rates for Long Distance
Service,
station-to-statio-

you

PILLS
CHICHESTER SRKANU.
ME

ONE,

COME ALL.
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SOLO BY DRUGGISTS

an

EVERYWHERE

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

THE CLOVIS

NEWS.

THE SMART SPRING COSTUME

.65c

42x36.

SINCE TAKING TANLAC
HE
EATS, SLEEPS AND FEELS
BETTER THAN IN TWO YEARS.
-- .,

Toile

Pillow Slips

(

De florde

Pillow Slips

Kalburnie

33c

36 n. Ginghftms

--

Fine Tissue

AMONG NEW GINGHAM

3 7c yd

Pepperell

SEE OUR LARGE

Sheets

Aprons

Sheets

AND
-7-

5c

Dresses

75c

72x90
36 in. Tubing-- .

n

Child's

Sheets

Lilly

AS-

Bungalow

Pepperell

54x90

Some of the licst dressmakers are
nnklntf gingham frocks for spring and

SORTMENT OP
$1.50

72x99

AT

35c yd.

40 in.

Tubing.. .33c yd.

42 in.

Tubing

37c yd.

Crash Toweling 27c yd.
COMPLETE LINE OF

'

LADIES' AND
9--

4

Pepperell

CHILDREN'S

MONEY-SAVIN-

18c yd

PRICES

TheSurpriseStore
MAIL CLERKS IN RAILWAY
SERVICE TO CARRY ARMS.

Department
numbering
1,200 in the eleventh district, comprising Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas
Fort Worth, Tex., Railway mail and New Mexico, will bear side arms
service employes of the United Slates while on duty henceforth, it was announced here today by S. M. (iaines,
superintendent of the United States
OLD STANDBY, FOR railway mail service headquarters
here, Mr. (iaines had received orders
directly from the office of Postmaster

ACHES AND

PAINS

Any nam or woman who keeps
Sloan's liundy will tell you '
that sumo thing
those frequently
rheumatic twines.
counter-irritant,
Sloan's Lmi.
ment scatters the congestion ami pene-imlwilliotit rubbinf to the BlilictcJ
part, soon relieving the ache and pain.
Ktpt handy and used everywhere
lor reducing and finally elimination tha
pains and aches of lnrib.no, neuralgia,
muscle strain, joint stillness, sprains,
briiines, and the results of exposure.
You just know from its stimulating,
licalthy odor that it will do you good I
Sloan's Liniment is sold by all drug,
gists 3Sc, 70c, $1.40.

ESrrCIALI.Y

UBS
SMrl
Liniment
Fairfsj

MAKES

THE STYLES

Dictatorship of Women's Appartl
to Include Every Country
In the World.

in. Bleached Muslin

I'ostoffice

(icmral

Hays.

order was promulgated folthe robbery perpetrated last
at the Dearborns postoffice
station in Chicago, and coming on
the heels of numerous such robberies,
The department has also pasted a
reward for the arrest and conviction
of a robber of the mails. The practice of arming employes of the service was discontinued more
than"
thirty years ngo, Mr. Gaines said.
The
lowing
week

9
8- -

I

i

?

I eut better, sleep better nul feel
better than I have in two years and
Tanlac gets the credit for building
me up," said R. H. Budd, well known
train dispatcher for the 'M. K. & T.
Railroad, residing at 524 u. West Ok
mulgee Street, Muskogee, Okla.. re
cently.
"About two years ago I commenced
going down hill, and then a year ago I
was in such a low state of health that
had an oteration. After this it
seemed that I just couldn't get mv
normal weight and strength back
What little I ate bloated me all up
with gas, keeping me uncomfortable
for hours and did me very little, if
any, good.. The bloating caused mv
heart to flutter frightfully, and my
nerves were shattered so I couldn't
get the sleep I needed. I felt weak,
sluggish and Jned all the time.
But when I started on Tanlac I
began to straighten right up. I'm
not troubled with indigestion any
more, have gained several pounds in
weight and am built up in strength
and vitality until I hardly feel like
the same man. Tanlac has done fine
work for me and I'm glad to tell oth- is about it. My friends who noticed
Itow pale and weak I looked before
taking Tauluc, can look at me now
nnd see the way it has put color in
my face and built me up."

wool
em
with
trimmed
summer
Kspeelally
attractive are
broidery.
those with hems run with wool. One
attractive nioili'l ininlc of hrownnnd
white checks Ihih n straight gathered
Bklrt with N series of three tucks run
half
In hrown wool stitches about
Ini'h In length.
Then there are charming little glnf- bain dresses tnaile with wool emhrolilereil Mowers or fruit. However.
there Is always real wlsdoia In tiutkliiK
gingham frocks so that they may tie
easily washed and Ironed and this
does not recntu
woolen embroidery
mend Itself on this score. The wool
run tucks are possible providing you
take the tuck originally In machine
stitching, simply using the wool-runl....
i,
mil; " ...ni.iiinUlln
niimiu.
line of the greatest advantages In
making gingham dresses at home Is
that you may have them shrunk be.
It Is also a (.'end plan to
forehand.
have the color set before the nmlerinl
Is rut. and this run be done at tile
same time that you are shrinking the
goods.
The substances usually used for set- ling colors are salt, vinegar, alum or
sugar of lead. The lat. mentioned Is
.i poison, so It is heller mil in use It.
To set the color In any material,
In a l'iiIIoii of warm water one-halcupful of strode vinegar, two
cilpfuls cif salt or one lalli'siiiiiifiil of
Ml thoroughly and let the inn
alum
Dry lie.
lerlul soak In t ti - overnight.
fori' II Is ndmlt'cl lo tear v.nier.
gitm
Ill solci'llng llii- - milterhll
Idle
ham frocks It Is always worth
to pay the price required lo gel ibe
best ipinlliv. Certain stat.diird make
good
glmjiiim are
of h!i;li irl "
choice. as you ii ii y depend on the
y of these.

AMERICA

Sheeting 47c yd
36

FROCKS

Frocks for Spring and Summer Are
Daintily Trimmed With Wool
Embroidery.

36 in. Ginghams

$1.70

:'.ft

After months of fur coats milady
e
welcomei the spring trotteur, or
frock, and the becoming fur neck
piece that constitute a really smart
spring outfit. This fur is of fox.

Pepperell

81x90.

u

ij

27c yd

Sheets

h

i!

i

Pansy
42x36

.

27 in. Ginghams

23c yd.
1
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"IS WONDERFUL"
SAYS DISPATCHER

The Surprise Store
Pepperell

THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1921.

Said

American dictatorship of women's
style has grown until It Includes every coiinlry In the world when- - women
siudy the fashion books, according to
the fashionable dressmakers in Lou
don ii ml I'll r Is. It is the American
women who wiy what I hey want, and
the world wears it whether It becomes the worjd or not.
According to Klieth Phelps, one of
London's leading fashionable dressmakers, this American predominance
of styles began shortly before the war,
In
I' ll lias shown decided development
he last few years. It was felt first
in Paris, and what Paris found gisal
London also adopted and liked.
Those simple and costly llllle silk
frocks that are now such a feature In
ihe Parisian shops are not Parisian at
They are
all, said Miss Phelps.
American In style and cut. Women who came, to Parts liked them
and took home such iiiautltles of them
that the style Is known wherever women are.
Paris lirst began using Amerlenn
styles as n matter of business. American women bnve always been the best
customers of the Paris shops and they
have had the money to buy what they
wanted. Must of the American women
who came abroad liked to have Paris
trademarks on their clothes, but 'hey
Insisted on American styles. The exclusive shops wisely began giving them
what they demanded, and American
clothing began coming out of Paris.
Nominally, Paris Is still the style
'enter of Europe. American Influence
Is not generally acknowledged. Fashion
experts abroad dislike to admit the
full seoe of power which the Yankees
have over the clothes output. Hut they
admit to you In secret that Ktimpeun
women are dressing according to New
York, Instead of Psrls.

(0

1

Try a Clovis News Classified Ad.

Figured Gauze Riboons.
Figured gniie ribbons with narrow
metallic edge are effective for sashes
til frocks of tulle ted chlSuo.

We buy and sell mules and miik
cows, also sell you groceries as cheap
as anybody. Willmon Bros., old Lone

Star Wagon Yard.

Every Inducement
There's every inducement for you to eomc to
Murray's when you want a good sandwich, a hot cup
of cocoa, a cold 'drink or a box of the best candy on
the market.
For Murray has them .all, together with the
cleanest place and the best service in town.

LET'S GO TO
Murray's Confectionery
Slaughter Murray, Prop.

ixxmxia:m:rai:m3ra:m

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.
There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP
Of the Clovis

News,

published

weekly at Clovis for April 1, 1921.

Publisher, editor, managing editor,
business manager and owner, Edward
L. Manson, Clovis, N. M.
That the known bondholders, mort
gagees, and other security holders
owning or holding 1 per cent or more
of total amount of bonds, mortgages
or other securitier are, Merganthalrt
Linotype Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Edward L. Manscon, Publisher.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this Hth day of April, 1921.
My commission expires Jan. 27, 1921.

txnxttrrra

now
It is our earnest advise that you build
'
that you come to us for your estimates.

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Clovis, New Mexico

Telephone 23

Amurillo Daily News and the Cltivis
for $7.20 a year.

News

Anmrillo Daily News and the Clovis
News for $7.20 a year.
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DIAMONDS
Of all the precious stones, Diamonds are

without question

the most beautiful and the most desired.
And especially is this true when they are seen in the handsome settings on display in our stores.
Each design has been wrought to bring out the greatest
beauty of the particular stone. Jewelry is an appropriate gift
for graduation. Select that gift now.

JERNIGAN & WORRELL
TWO STORES
E. T. JERNIGAN & CO
North Main Street

'

THE OPTICAL SHOP
North Main Street

THE CLOVIS NEWS.
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GRIFFITH PRODUCTION AT
LYCEUM SATURDAY NIGHT

TAILORED AT PASHIOH PARK

Philosophers have argued at length
'against the proverb that clothes make
the man, but it is an undeniable fact
that very few South Sea Islanders
acquire the dignity to match their
when they accept the Christian religion. Their pergonal appera-ance- s
make a ludricious contrast with
ministerial clothing no matter how
serious they onay be.
D. W. Griffith has incorporated one
of these cheracters in his latest production, "The Idol Dancer," which
will be presented at the Lyceum Sat- I
.l.Li Tli is- a ivvv ......
uruny
uigiib.
oiuiy vuuuI.
as could not have happened anywhere
j
else in the world than p,n the South
Sea, a place of adventure and romance made famous by some of the
best writers in history.

Officia

!

Bosch Service Sattion

The American Legion is conplder-in- g
a protest to the French authorities
against the misuse of Anftrican uniforms which were sold to the French
These uniforms have
Government.
been issued to street sweepers and
garbage haulers and hundreds of men
wearing the olive drab of the doughboy are cleaning the refuse from the
boulevards.

We can supply parts for all makes. Ship direct
to us for expert overhaul and rebuilding. All makes
of Magnetos, Generators, Starters, Ignition Systems.
We have a "Bosch" Magneto to fit every car,

tractor, truck, etc. Write us.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE

The T. M. Caldwell Company
(Magneto Department)

Phone 100 Amarillo, Tex.
'

Try a C'ovis Nown Classified Ad.
Five inches of snow covered part
Try them phone 97.
of the desert in the Imperial Valley
of California near Kl Centra, April 4.
This was the first snowfall in the
Clovis
memory of the oldest settlers of that
region.

Marble Works
Continues to Grow

of the
Dud Dwight, proprietor
Clovis Marble Works, has u large
stock of monuments and grave markers from $20.00 up to $r.0.00. He now
has another engraver to help givo you
quick service. Ho has r.o agents ar.d
can cive the .customer the advantage
of the. rend man's fees. See him soon
as he Is thinking of moving his yard
to a better place then you will have
ta buy your grove stones from a
profiteering agent.

Come See the Large
Stock of Marble

One who has to die to be
is not a good advertiser.

All persons are notified that the
undersigned was appointed as administrator of the estate of Jesse F.
Lee,
deceased, by the Probate
Court of Curry County, Xew Mexico, on the Cth day of February,
1021, and all claims must be legally presented fur payment withiu one
year, or same will be forever barred.
T. Lnwson,
Administrator.

CORRECTION

BI-SWIN-

In last week's issue of the News wo
stilted, through mistake, that Ci. M.
n
Rierson, H. (J. Cosby, and S. S.

THE COPYRIGHTED

SKINNER'S
The Highest Grade Macaroni,
Spnghetti,Egg
Noodles,
and
other Macaroni products.

Clovis

Store

FASHION PARK

BI-SIFIN-

G

EXPANDING SLEEVE FEATURE INSURES COMFORT.
IN THIS NORFOLK STYLE. HE 1VEARS THE
VARS1V1NG SUIT.

had conferred with the county
board with regard to consoll-- I
diition of certain school districts.
We find, however, that Mr. Cosbv
and Mr. Rierson did not appear before the board, and wo gladly take
this opportunity to make the
school

We Sell

G

V
c
V.3

The green bug scare has passed;
the hail season is now upon us; we
have good strong companies that pay;
insure that wheat now. Clovis Abstract and Insurance Co., successor to
Baker Bros.

s
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Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Go.

EEEEE
DON'T FORGET.

Springtime

That we are headquarters for all
kinds of field and garden seeds.
Just in a fine lot o early seed
potatoes, Texas Red rust proof oats
that have been rccleaned, home grown
Iowa Silver Mine seed corn.
Chick and chicken feed. Expect a
supply of oyster shell, grit and char

Necessities

coal.

THE WILL II. PATISON SEED CO.
Old Mexico Commission House.

Sometimes the wind blows in Clovis, but it can't blow as
much dirt into your house in a day as you can remove in thirty
minutes with one of our Torrington Vacuum Cleaners. Rugs,
Curtains, Window Sills, Picture Moulding, or any other part of
the house is easily accessible. At your convenience we would
be very glad to show you.

the
Woman is presumed to be
weaker sex, but it's a difficult mutter
to convince some husbands of the
fact.
The' woman who has health und
wealth and youth und beauty and culture and influence soon pines for the
things she can not get.

isfactory, your money will be refunded.

T

Pain

HAIL
INSURANCE

which

you ex

perience

nt,

ba
Xo
removed.
woman litw he

times cim

right to sutler
when

ho

ctia

obtain relief
safely, certainly

and promptly.
Supposo you do

j

iJk

have headaches, back- aches, extreme

The Forrest Mutual Hail Insurance Co. will insure your grain at cost. Write for copy of
Investigat the men that are trying to push this conhy-law-

&n nervousness, low- spirits and general
food-for-noth--

feelings at

Our last year's losses were Gy2.

These symptoms
are evidence that
the delicate organism of the feminine
body has become
out of order and

e

s.

cern to the highest degree of success.

times? Your case
Is not hopeless.

A

fair deal to one and all alike.

needs the help

Hardware Company
"Your Money Bade If You Want It"
PHONE 221

WHEN THE CHILDREN

RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK REMEDY
NEED A LAXATIVE
(The Original Ktrak Wonder)
For all disorders of the stomach,
NYAL
kidneys, liver and bowels. A splenFIGSEN
did blood purifier, removes worms
from the body, stops bedwetting. A
The Friendly Laxative
great family medicine. Price $1.00
Will Satisfy
box.
per
RUCKER'S FAMOUS
which
lozenge
A sugary sweet
KORAK OIL
children take read ly. Does not gripe.
For rheumatism and all aches and
pains, corns, bunions, sarc feet, also
Equally good tin- crown folks.
for wire cuts and galled shoulders.
In tins only
Three Sizes
Price 7.rc per bottle.
FOR SALE BY
CITY DRUG CO. No. 2, Inc.
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
Clovis, New Mexico
Clovis, N. M.
THE H. D. RUCKER REMEDY CO
"Once a Trial Always Nyal"
Amarillo, Texas
1

Sharp

It is worth your time to investigate.

Roberts-Dearbom-

News Classified. Ads bring results.
Try them phone 97.

THAT SUDDEN

Then our new oil stove's!!! Unless you have used this
brand, you have an agreeable surprise due you. They are worth
more, but sell for less than any other good brand.

.

sat-

11-1-

Sometimes the water pressure is good. Our hose can be
cut to any length you wish to water your lawn, and you do not
have the waste of buying a hose too long or not long enough.
It's moulded hose, too. We would like to show you the durability test it will stand.

B

Don't Experiment

If these remedies do not prove

CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO
Rj

Nature's remedies
Try
can bestow.
Dr. Pierce's Favor
ite Prescription which tho druggists of this country huve been
selling in liquid form for the past
50 years. It can now be had in
tablets also. Ingredients on label.
RnnA inn rpnt to Dr. Pierce's
Iuvulidn' Hotel in Buffalo, N. I
for a trial package of tablets.

Forrost Mutual Hail Ins, Co.
By J. W. COOK,

Sec.-Trea- s.

Forrest, via Melrose, N. M.

J
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LET THIS SOAK IN

j

LET US SAVE YOU

THURSDAY,

The Chautauqua This Yaar Will Ba a
Hummer.
When it comes to building pro
grams there la no argument Charles
P. Homer is the kins of them all.
This is the reputation he has in his
own field as well as with the communities he is serving.
When Charles Horner sets himself
to accomplish something unusual as
he has this year, the results are spec
tacular. Mr. Horner has stated that
the 1921 program will be his great-es- t
to date. Therefore it will serve
you well to arrange your time to see
all of this.

MONEY
BY

t

VULCANIZING

?
a'--

MANY LUCE THIS IN CLOVIS

OR

Similar Case Baing Published Id
Each Issue
The followirg case ii but one of
many occuriirj; daily In Clovit. It
is an easy metier to verify It. You
cannot ask fos better proof.
R. 1). Barton, machinist, 218 S.
Merriweather Street, Clovit, says:
"Doan's Kidney Pills aro sure good.
Some six years ago my back was
causing me a lot of annoyance. Every time I tried to bend over, sharp
paint would catch me in my back.
I always felt tired out and had no
ambition as my sleep didn't seem to
refresh me much. My kidneys, too,
were out of shape. Doan's Kidney
Pills were recommended to me so I
Phone 373
began their use and they soon helped
me and a continual use of Doan's
Doan's
cured mc of the trouble.
Kidney Pills are a good reliable kidPOLITICAL POINTS
ney remedy."
fiOc, at ull deulers.
"And whom did you vote for, Miss
1
Co.. Mftrrs.. Buffalo. N. Y.
Sophy?"
"Well, you see, the !li publicans
MEN
was simply stunningiy ttood lookup.
I2.it the Democrats had iil,v:i,s Lwn
The Curry County Chapter of the
P' i fi'ctly splendid to h'3 fuiii'ly. so I American Red Cross wants to see you
marked both ballots, closed my eyes, if you are in need of hospital care,
si. stifled th.m, .ut on; in the box umt vocational training or compensation
tore up the oiler. Noth'iii' ouid be from the government. Office hours,
fi.i ei than thfit "
Monday and Friday of euch week at
the Clovis News Office.
List it. We sell. Reagan Land Co. 1
You become a good conversationalWu are a union store, and we are ist the moment you halt your own
for organized labor, first, last and tu'p of woe and start listening closealways. The Surprise Store.
ltc ly to the other fellow's.

TIME AND MONEY

RETREADING

Saving both Time and Money, brings success. Making the most of every minute nnd
every dollar will soon start yon on the road to
Make
sueeess. So'wlty hesitate I Start
savings.
stronghold
your
for
this bank the
to-da-

THAT OLD CASING

Covis Filling Station
TOO MUCH BALLAST

country housewife of good intenbut with little culinary knowledge, decided to try her hand at
cake making. The result was somewhat on the heavy side, and, after
offering it to the various members of
her household she threw it to the
ducks in distrust, A short time afterward two urchins tupped at her door.
"I suy, missus," they shouted, "your
ducks huve gunk."
A

tion,

We have 320 acres of furry County wheat land, the kind that makes
40 bushels to the acre. Owner must
sell. Trice it. Reagan Land Co. ltp

n

W. E. CURTIS'

Having sold my farm I will sell to the highest
prices, on

miles northeast of Portales,

7

bidder,

liny Mare,

May Mare, 4

4

years old.
years old.
years old, in foal by

liny Mare, 5
Snnes Jack.
Jtrown Mare, 12 years old, in foal

1

1

by Hunt's

regardless

of

lJrood Sow and

the following:

(i years old, fresh, a
cow.
Cow, 7 years old, giving

1

Jersey

1

Jersey Cow,

milk.
:

years

old,

fresh

Part Jersey Cow. fresh by May 1
Uolstein Cow, 5 years old, fresh,

1

jiigs.

4 gallon eow.

Uolstein Cow, 3 years old, fresh,

1

gallon eow.

FARM IMPLEMENTS

11 iow

Wheeled SI eel Wagon, flat

Uolstein Heifer, 1 year old.
Jersey Heifer, 1 year old.
young Calves.
Jersey hull, 7 months old.

1
1
:

bed.

Wagon Box.
Deering row Hinder, good repair.
1
Kiding Cultivator.
1
Mowng Machine, good repair.
1
Walking Lister.
1 Iarrow.
1
1
Dise; Harrow.
1
Pulverizer.
2 flarden Cultivators.
2 Sulkey Plows.
1 Baggy.
1 Spring Wagon.
1
flrindstoiie.
1 Emery Wheel.
1

1

1

Iron Vise.
1G()0 egg Ineubator.

1
1

U. S. Cream Separator.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Oil Stove.

1
l--

1

Hot Blast Heater.

Coles

Coles Hot Blast High Oven cook

stove.
Extension Dining Table
Kitchen Tables.
1
Round Walnut Table.
7 Chairs.
3 Rockers.
1 Bedstead, Mattress and Springs.
1
Swivel Chair.
Many other articles.
1

10-fo-

ot

2

TERMS: Nine months time on approved security, bearing 10
per cent discount for cash on amounts above $10.00.

interest. Ten

W. E. CURTIS, Owner
Tate

&

Harney, Auctioneers.

ministrulor of the slate of Mrs. J.!
There are (i 1,987 kimls or toots.
h
ym
educated
the
like
J W c oe"i,
fool
no
Hut there's
""hf J Court
of April, 1921, by the
fool
of Curry County, New Mexico, and
SKINNER'S
he has duly qualified, and all perthat
the
apprecirtcs
Exery married man
iK'iiinst
estate
the
claims
having
sons
gratitude of the New York man who
The Highest Grade Macaroni,
of said decedent arc required to pre.
willed $50,000 to the woman who, 20
Egg Noodles,
Spaghetti,
ut)
sent the same within the time re.
year ago, jilted him and married an
other Macaroni products.
quired by law.
other man.
Dated this 13th day of April, 1921. '
James H. Sommerfrucht,
Plains Buying & Selling
Compulsory education may be a
Administrator.
Association.
whole
lot
a
that,
good thing. But, at
of men imagine that Alpha and OmeNews Classified Ads ge' results.
ga are the name of new fanglcd automobile oils.

it

i

wife nserves the right to coll her
husband a
ant eater any time she
pleases. But she'll dare any other
to sav a mean word about

so that
It has just about-gottea modern girl happened to find a
thimble or a serving machine bobbin
on the street she'd imagine that they
were parts of the mechanUii of nn
automobile engine, and let it go at
that.
n

May 1st.

2

An exchange says that nine neoptn:

jA.

ill
MAY

First National Bank, Portales, Clerks.

Anyway, we have noticed that wo- men arc not kissing one another as
much-athey used to before the nine
teenth amendment went into ci.ect.
s

About this time of the year father
begins to let the flies into the house
driving
in mother can have the fun of
them out again.
Marriage is about the only thing
thnt will make a haughty young thing
come down out of the clouds and act
like a human being.
CLOVIS WOMAN PASSES
AWAY IN CALIFORNIA
A well known pioneer resident of
Clovis, New Mexico, Mrs. H. P. Victor, nee Delight Holland, passed away
at her home in Orange, Calif., Tuesday, April Mh, 1921.
While living in Clovis she was
at the Freight Of.'e, at the
Train Dispatcher's office of the Santa
Fc, and at the First National Bank.
1920,
She was married January 28,
to Harry P. Victor of New York City
where they made their home. While
traveling with her husband she waa
A ..,:ut
taken ill at St. Loui: Mo ,
aince
ailing
frequently
and has been
that time.
She ii sadly miBsed by her bereaved
relatives, among whom are her husband, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
W Holland, and two sisters, Mrs. H.
J. Mitchll and Mrs. Mona Beck, all
of Orange, Calif., and brothers John
Holland of Loa Angeles, Calif., and
Ivy Holland of Clovis.
She was much beloved by all who
knew her and will be greatly missed
by her large circle of loving friend.
n
Interment was made in the
cemetery of Orange, Calif.
Contributed.

!t

III

Brunswick Records

imn
him.

Jersey Cow,

1

1

1

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE

are killed every hour in American ma
in the Trobate ( ourt of Curry
LUKE McLUKE SAYS
, events.
Boiled down to fraction
County. New Mexico.
In the matter of the eslate of Mrs. that means that every fivs minute
L. Ilaynes, di ceased. No. J147.
'some poor hick is three-fourth- s
Many a good wife is spoiled by a J.
Notice is hereby given that James'
bad husband. And vice versa.
II. Sommerfrucht was appointed ail- -'

blim-glotte-

CATTLE

Jack
HOGS

!

A

at 10:00 a. m.

miles northeast of Floyd,

4 HEAD MARES
1

MmiK

straight.

Wednesday, May 4th
Sale Begins

x.

This would be a bettor world if you
could teach a man to think straight as
easily as you can teach him to shoot

FUBLIC SALE

1

tm

It

vaii.

11

Glovis National Bank

t

Foster-Milbur-

y.

V

i

North Main Street

'

ON SALE TODAY

.

There is something different ebout Brunswick records, a
something of warmth, life Rr.d color a reality that makes
you feel r.s though tbs personality of the singer or musician
were in tiie very room with you. titer thete new Brittle
wick rtccrdf.

3,:1

j

Afc"cttt
Tanzr
'
LaPcma (TSeCve)

1.25

(

Fu:iicu!:,

5M

! M!;e Pcilove . Fjx T, ct
Do You Lver Ttinlt of I.'.a

lU)

J

Mfl,io

. .'n Spanish)
(A Merry U ."el .

Funi-til- e

iticliurs Donclli
1.00

.
.

.

I

To

o

tui

Male Trio

a hnn' Orrt:lra
frof

!.'.lc Inn' Orcbtstn
Love Bird . Fax Trot . . . Liisa Jsaei' Orchsitra
I Never RnalicJ . FmcTtoI . Ithsn Jones' Orchestra
MSI J Hum 'ning
RuJy WieoWt's Californiaas
Fox Trot
Wc I Na-J- o
(Hn-H. Fi.it Trot . Rudy WisoWt's CI foraiaaa
Ml (" Spread Yo' Stuff . Fox Trot . Btnoit Kricftr'i Orchestra
)C
I Wang Wang Blues . Fox Trot Bonie Krascer's Orchestra
H
Muta . fox Trot . . Cram Brothers' Norc!.; Ban4
"c I Arabia . One Sttp . . Graea Brothers' NwItT BaaJ
W'l'
I UJ

5041

f Saw

Bar Hon .
Ye My Savior
Sf epherd, IShow Me How To Co .

.00

Lloyd Siawasoa

Bariton
Lloyd

Violin Flat

Evening Chimes

low
ofn.

Harp

Love's Oid Tweet Song . Violin Fluto

Siaioasea

, Goadolier Trie

Harp
toodolier Trio

f Wailana Walt

Hawaiian flayers)

.

1

V,

Frank Fereia sad Anthony Frsachiai

Drearr.y Hawaii

Hawaiian Flaytn)

.

Frank Fersra oad Anthuy Fraacaiai
20M

85c

i

Sweet Mamma (Papa's Getting Mad)

Tenor

Al Bernard with Carl Featoa's Orchestra

Strut, Miss Luzie

.

Tenor

Al Bernard

iih Carl Ftatoa'i Orchestra

lost f Rebecca (Came Back From Mecca) . Tenor I'll) Jaaea
0Je 11 Like It. 7enoranfariion
Biily Joeee sad Eratat Hare
Mimmy's Little Sunny Honey toy . Duet
MOT
:
sreeeAeertyaadSasiAsk
6ie
Love in Lilac Time . Baritont . . , Enest Hare
Huaaiseri Male Qaartet
lose f Scandinavia
85c In the Heart of Dear Old Italy
Hanaeaisara lala Qaariet
1081 f Kitten on the Keys . Pianoforio Solo . ZaCeafrey
65c My Pet . Planoforto Sola
Zd Ceafrey

Any phonograph can play Brunswick Records

fJiiim Electric Co,
OF CLOVIS

Fair-have-

fey
aj-Ti.-

Clean COTTON raga
the News office.

wanted

at

B2

4

m
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M
M
E;3c

R.ch-.r- i

Br.iii-n-
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IN SPRING BLOUSE

l

Little Variation in Style of the
Winsome Garment.
Mattrltlt Swtrvlnjj

From Heavy

ln,

Little
jivery

8it

Broeadei and Taffetai to
Georgette!, Nati and Lace.

fprlnu lilnnseii kIiiiw lm vnrlatlnu
t lie
iii.st ikwiii'h ofTurtiiRM tlmn
Hiiy nllier liriuicli of the ftfiiilnliip
world, uliNirva a New Vork
fashlnn writer.
fi'nin

The main ilinVrencc

-,

,.

,

.-

taasaa

-,,,

To tin, ire am in at inn the nptlr.il
rt.ili-- t brinK
knwlciliri and training
of the hiiihrt order.
Hr olv) unlit
the latent equipment and apparatus)
vhi'h : itvff
pcifrrtrd for prerie
icntinr mirk.
Srirme h;t Mrpncd in
and brought its aid tu pcraoiu. skill.
M"t people do not knrtw wVn ere
dchi irutihle really li.'irm; Uatiallv it
..
iris m gradually that for a
vg
vhilc it may nut tveu be uutkciitrie.
Iillpirfert vWinn, If tint rcftifir.t,
prti
w..rM- v.ith thr years
The
Mirc-- t
way nf prcvrvitiic your
at maximum
thmuidi
out life it to ft. i in an optical ipe ialist
fur an cxaiutiutiuit urn-year.

'

What Optica! Rdmcc

is dninfj
to develop bottiT vision

i!
pit'iT of
Aii'l yet
t jm c lift tu
Inn- - u hit It
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We are equipped with training and
scientific instruments to give you
the very best satisfaction.
We Guarantee Our Work

J. R. DENHOF
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
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Well, Friday was the last day (if
iiml it was wc!l celohraled.
Plenty (T candy, a nice dinner, some
talk liy Mr.
sfncid rcritiit inns, a n
P.ickley ar.d everyone s.-- nird tu enjoy lifiiil
.Veil t linile li it v.a a
May the
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Mrs. ('. 11. Muoie 1ms hcen very
sick lint is (letter at tliis writing.
The iiiTant cliild nf Mr. and Mrs.
Uoliert MiKirc was Imried at IKdletie
In' llilli. Tlic lieivavcil parents Inivp
;ln' syinnatliy nf nil.
Mrs. I!. K. She: idan is suffi-fiiiv, ilh 11 fellon nil her finife!'.
nup
Kittle Willie Sluiid.in
liU'ht li st week with ,K II. Wall.
M)'. Scnilioi niie-lil
mark'-Inurs
'(.vis iy
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iMe.V Si il t
l.ddiht' a i:ot ln-- innni
in ln I. .:.!. ,'
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There "ill He a pi (i! 'in il in. H't:!
'i Hi inir hit Saturday niiriil le Cue lln'
Sunday in .lime In l.'cv. Mickey
I'lin'is. Kverymii' ediiic, tiikf pail,
i
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help in the "iiii'iiitr.
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Tin. little cliild nf M. K. St mt is
(iiitc sick.

ill

la In volorliiK

and material, which Is only the natural
elmnife from winter to mimtner wear
CiiIoih are very guy. Practically H the
niniiiifaeliirers are turning out vnt
iliianlltlea of poreclaln blue, taiigerlne,
honeydew and rattan modela,
MaterlulH are awervlug from the
heavy aatina, hrocadea and uilTi'tnn of
midwiniei to the Keoi'b'etteK, neta and
Inoea (f eorly nprltig. Georgette
with ui Ik or tricot la much l:i
evidence.
The leading color combination Ik gray georgeltu, with coral or
rose Kllk. firay la the winning coloi
In Iiuih, shoes, hose and wrap
and It In for thin reason thnt
l.lniises finer It In dress models.
tine limine Is showing a model of

l

ean nf

I'ni-.'-

y

C.innly.

i

w

Mex-ien-

.

the ;N!h (hiy nf Marci,
lie
l!'LM. and all claim.-- nnr-.piesdited for piiyment within one
year, nr sa'ne will lie forever Imtred.
Kiiwreticc Hickniim,
Adiniiiistrutnr.
en

gray g
Kelle wild hack and
fmiil piini'l ul' eniiil iiieiiillle silk. '1'licse
panels are cnvereil wlllinn
r
pal
tern nl' hlnek llnss si lleliliig.
The
sleeves are tlin i' iiiariei- inigih and
have ilie lnnei lluwing peasant i iil)'.
The pi'iiiili lllllllelire, by Ilie Hay, Is
Hlroligly
In spring hlniiscs.
Tin' Itniinitiiiian i ul ami
Is
es
inlly emphasized. I'ensant smocks
iiunle nf linen, pmiu'ee. crash nr muslin
In natural cnlnr ami einlirnlilered
wlili
nr ('iiinl blues and reds are a big seller
fni- Sniiiherii ri'sni'i wear right mm
The cross silich Is used for embroidering enitni lilniises ami the pattern Is
generally applleil nliniit Hie pepliim,
eollnrless neck, ami down the front,
where a liire sip'ije or round design
Is nlaeed.
The jiciiMint cut Is effected h the
loose sleeves, loose armholes anil pep-Iti.'
belted at the waist. The
flowing Itiissliin overbloiise Is ulniost
entirely supplanted hy this belted effect. Killer a belt nf self material la
used or H kid belt In cnulrastiiig cnlnr.
These mirmw mil helix of white, tan,
scarlet nr brown are lavishly used on
all blniiies ami lire a big feature of
dress georgette blouses, as well as: the
peasant cotmii sorts.
Ihisiiue blouses are not returning to
any event ie the spring lines. Itm the
high choker collar which was a pari of
Is retained in many lingerie
the
and sH; models. It Is c.lllle the vnglie
In I. ave a very hlfh collar and very
short s .'eves, a In the grand opera
gowns t.f this season. .
Lingerie blouses lire not very con-sp- 'i
of the linpiv"- 'is, iinilnly
Klliilily nf go'tlm: tills haiiilv.iprk done,
MoV'CVi'i'. a few vi".
select shops are
rttsplayin-.ihelr prleele-- s liiuiibuinde
linen ... vniie ii:nl oi":amlies. They are
enil'o-..e- i
wi'h iiioi-- eiitwork. scnllnie
.i im
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s!dl ltd IMs d ill e II few jears :r.o. lillt
llniiPurd
who i.-nie v."iii'-In.-:I.
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I" i.i"i :hrm very
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c i'. ..i rihl'lill s: sl;e. or
till
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RCUf'D SKIRT.

()
We now write fire, lightning, and tornado insurance on busi-

ness houses, stocks of goods, dwellings, farm houses, automobiles, threshing machines and live stock.

If everyone stopped to figure just how cheap they could
carry insurance, no one would carry their own risk against fire.
Do you know that less that
cent per day for each $100.00
one-hal- f

insurance pays the bill on either city residence or farm dwelling
houses and less than one cent per day for $100.00 pays the insurance on brick buildings or stocks of good3 in same?
ford to do without insurance at this price?

af-

means. We do hope to get some of it and EVERY LITTLE BIT
HELPS and our motto in writing insurance will be the same we

.

use in our loan and real estate business

PROMPT SERVICE.

Talk to us about your next insurance policy, farm loan or
real estate deal.
YOURS FOR SERVICE

Union Mortgage Co
mm

(s)
SCHOOL
HAVE

GRADY

departed for local points for a short
WILL
BIG PIE SUPER honey moon.
Mr, Thomas has been

'I h
will lie n pie supper lit
(iiiiily liiyli school on Saturday even-- '
iiiu'.
In which the public
Irnii :;ll parts of the county is corv.iil irn
dially
itid. Th"
i iiii"i'i :t for the
t'lwiii 'i p'iri hasin
i'.' n.'
cniiiiiiuiiity ai. l srliaul liaselii.il
tennis.
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I ave
( 'ranfill
clerking for Tripled liros. for some
had the misfortune,
ime and has many frieniKi in our city. to get his leg broken and ankle disMiss llaber is very much admired by located liift Saltirilay as the
her host nf friends and all who know i.l' being thrown by a pitching horse,
ile is doiti!.' nicely now.
her.
Arkansas Slim.
(If course they will stay in TVxico.
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Dr. W. M.
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I
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th" e.iiwniiiient. ()i f 'ee, hours,
.Mnin'iiy Hi'd Ki iday of each v.eek at
lie ( Invis New.' (lffice.
ir

We wish them all the joy and happiness one might have.
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Can you

We do not expect to write all the insurance in Clovis by any
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s. j. wriciit
Chiroprnctor
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Clovii, New Mexico
Office Over Miindell's
Phone No. 157

Cvcr runners State Hank
Hours II a. in. to a p. m.
Phone .'Ml!

THOMAS W. JONES

Dr. C. L. McClelhn

mi

:

:

Veterinarian
Otero Street

:

TEXICO NEWR BRIEFS

20t) West
Phone 4:

Phytician and Surgenn
Office Over Miindell's
Residence. 014 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

Clovis, N. M.

.

.
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Sidewalks !
I

We are cnniplitely

equipped to handle all kinds nf

a

mm

cement sidewalk will not only add to your convenience but
ad to the value nf your properly.
Now is the time to build.
The weather is liyht and the price is right.
A
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Estimates Cheerfully

Furnished

bined.

J

R. F. CHAMBERS

4'i'4
Address

LANE

lOfl--

&

N, Mcrriwcther. P. O. Box 201.

SONS GRAIN COMPANY

Implements, Coal and Grain
Our Motto:

"The Price Is The Thing"
See us before you sell

S. W. LANE, Manager

t

LJKJ
The round skirt and smart trimming
ara features of this suit Green
and affords a
is introduced
smart note of contrast
The Topcoat ia Also Gay.
cape
Next In favor lo the
conic (lie topcoat inude in loose box
or aeven-eighth- s
nttc. and In three-quarte- r
mixlength. Wool ve'nurs.
tures and bines In dull shades nf gold,
copper and rose are employed
for
these, although occasionally a topcoat
will be seen forming part of a three-piec- e
costume.

Pais Gray Popular.
Pale gray promise to be one of tha
favorites for aprlng.

B. Westerfield

Dr.
shnuld Miy yes the "real e.itaU'''!
Phy.ician and Surgeon
was triinsfered nil a wii'desale hasi.
Office
110'i N. Main St.
for u number of days just passed.
Res. 2ii0
Office Phone 231.
Though we ficl rather fortunate that
the storm wave (Kd nut visit these
pints as some nf our near neighbors. .4.4.4.4.
It is beginning to get n little dry.
DR. L. M. BIGGS
Wheat is holding up well but will
Veterinary Surgeon
suffer very sunn if it doesn't rain.
Phone 3111
Must all nf the Tcxico folks arc
Clovis. New Mexico
visiting the big carnival at Clovis this 4.4.4.4.4..1.4.
week. Seems like they just cun't relist the temptation.
WALTER W.MAYES
Mr. HarUhorn has just returned
ATTORNEY-AT-LAfrom a trip to various Oklahoma
Practices in all courts
Ilia journey wa.i u motley
points.
Clovii. N. M.
com
one, being business and pleasure
I

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treuts nil disease:), both ncute
and chrcnic. Office! n building:
on corner north of Fire Station.
Res. 3!)0.
Office phone 38:1.
Clovis,

New Mexico.

DR. T. E.

PRESLEY'

Eye, Ear, Note and Throat,
of Roswell, N. M., will be in Clo- vis ut the Raptist Hospital from
the 4th to the 8th of each month.

4,4,4.4.4.4.4.4,4,

Class of the
Tlic "Count'Oii-nie- "
Methodist church met lust Tuesday
evening with Miss Mabel Hartshorn,
this being the monthly business and
social session. The class is showing
a marked improvement since its recent organization.
Methodist
Rev. L. L. Thurston,
pastor, was absent from the pulpit
Sunday, he being at Fort Worth to
visit his daughter, Gladys, who is In
Rev. G. F. C. Fona
school there.
very efficiently filled the vacancy.
Many of our citizens were surprised last week upon receiving the newr.
that Miss Grace Huber and Mr. DonThe ocald Thomas were married.
casion was of the "secret" order, thus
the surprise to so many.
The morninit following the simple
ceremony which was performed by
Judge Hamlin of Farwcll, the couple

NOTICE !
KdV lJcsliiuriint nt
Kd Mi'Danicl, who
Melrose lias tnkrii charge of the Antlers I folel dining room and will serve (hree good meals a day,
family style, nt reasonable rates, (live him a trial.
opci-alo-

s

Serve Fish Every Friday.
Chicken Every Sunday.

eTMcD

I

4f4,f4
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Conservation
In Clothes.......
r
just
Conservation in clothing is
conservation along any other line.

as essential as

Let us help you to make your clothes last longer
and look better, by laundering them for you. Every
garment receives the same careful handling and attention, and economy and service are our highest
aims.

Just

call 48 and we will do

V

the rest.

!

The Clovis Stoam Laundry

l

PHONE 48

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
4-

In the District Court, Curry County, Nc Mexico.

-

CAMERON NEWS

Tj

the defendant, Aron Holder:
Ella Hunter, plaintiff, vs. Aron
Holder, defendant. No. 17110.
You are hereby notified that a suit
in attachment has been commenced
against you in the District Court
aforesaid by the plaintiff to rcover
judgment on two certain promissory
nots aggregating $1,800 with interest
thereon and 10'e for' attorney's fees,
and that your property has been attached and that unless you be and appear before this court on or before
the 2Uth day of May, 1921, and plead,
herein, judgment will be rendered
default and your propagainst you
erty so attached will be sold to satisfy the same and the costs of suit,
as prayed in the complaint herein;
that Patton & Hatch and Walter W.
Mayes, whose residence and business
address is Clovis, New Mexico, are
the attorneys for plaintiff.
Witness my hand as clerk of said
Court and the seal thereof, at Clovis,
New Mexico, this March 20th, 1621.
(SEAL)
DANIEL BOONE,
Clerk

There probably are few people in
the United States that have the privilege that the vast assemblage enjoyed
at Ranchvale last Sunday. I say few
in the United States. There may bo
many large assemblages in the cities,
but to meet out on the open prairie
whi'i'p iho uir U niirt niul vet hiivn
the accommodation of a beautiful
modern building and meet so vast a
crowd is something rare. The writer
is informed that someone
counted
more than six hundred cars parked at
Ranchvale Sunday, at the Curry
County Singing Convent ion. The
singing was never better, also the dinner a sumptuous luxury.
Willie Johnston apd Jess Goodson
bought a well drill and moved it to
Willie's last week.
Miss Delia Holding has been on the
sick list for the past week.
Some of those from here who attended the Yeoman conclave at Tueumcari last week were:' Jesse Lock,
none, R. N. Sutton, Clyde, Rome,
Rob and Reid Isler, E. W. Leach, J. P.
Dunn, Miss Ruby Dunn and Mrs. W.
Mrw-wClassified Ads hring results. P. Dunn.
George Simpson is drilling a well
Try thm piion 97.
y

s

Dodge Brothers Cars
Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

CLOVIS NEWS,

THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1921.

for Miss Delia Holding.
Lonnie Johnston and family spent
Saturday night at Mr. Powell's.
Wo were visited three days last
woek with very high winds. However
the wheat is not very badly blown out.
Sunday was Rev. Crawford's regu
lar day at New Hope, but on account
of the singing at Ranchvale there was s
f
neither Sunday school nor preaching r
r'
services.
$
been
Mi's. Roy Chapman, who has
?
at Clovis taking medical treatment
week.
last
for a few weeks, returned
i.
Dallas Johnston and Foster Scott
were freighting grain to Hereford
fr
Monday.
John Sharp, who has baen visiting
relatives here for a short time, left
Sunday from San Jon for his home at I
Grandfield, Oklahoma. His daughter,
Hazel Isler, and little son, went home
with him.
Dallas and Cleveland Johnston and
their families visited Sunday with
Grover Cogdill and family.
The simrina- - at Henry Stovall's
Sunday night was attended by a larr
crowd. Lula Loban was the organist.
Dewey Williams and Willie and
Lonnie Johnston captured a coyote a
few days ago. They chased it several miles with their car.
J. Z. Isler contracted to break 55
acres of sod for Odis Tillman. Floyd
and Paul Mote are doing the work
with a Case tractor.
Miss Myra Moore and husband of
Tueumcari are visiting Mrs. Dunn this
week.
Messrs. Eugene Harrell, JItlStUSl p?
Leach, and Taut and Phil Mote ,whoM
went west last wick did not locate
Mrs. Lee Hutchinson visited Mrs.
C'recelius Monday.
A pack of coyotes made a raid on
Foster Scott's sheep Saturday night
killing eight of them and one hen.
Thifl
occurrence for
8 v'',v "''"'
this part.

No one can measure the cash value of a happy home.

It's the

biggest thing in life.

I
p
I

in cramped and uncomfortable quarters, if'
you have been planning for a home when conditions become right
then see us at once.

If you are living

f"
Bi

GET THE FACTS ABOUT BUILDING COSTS

,

The delay in new building has forced building material prices
downward at a tremenduous clip. Manufacturers, caught with
big stocks on hand, have had to turn them over at almost cost.
We have taken advantage of the situation and as a result we
are able to show you substantial reductions on many items we
roofing and Beaver Hoard,
carry. On lumber,
our prices compare favorably with those of 1914.
Jolms-Manvil-

le

With our community short many homes, people can't delay
their new building. Demand will stimulate prices.

much longer in

In the meantime we offer you a home and at a price that
cannot fail to please you. II' you will call or phone us, we will be
glad to go into detail.

i'a

If you haven't visited our store, don't fail to drop in there
next time you are in town. Thousands of articles that you need
are awaiting you at the lowest possible price. '

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
In the District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
J. E. Bryant Company, Plaintiff,
vs.
Orocery tlub, or
Clovis, New Mexico, et al, Defend
ants. No. 1757.
To any nnd all creditors of the Cooperative Grocery Club of Clovis,
N(w Mexico; or D. C. Priddy, Lon
Moore and J. C. Moore, partners, doing business under the name of Cc
operative Grocery Club of Clovis,
New Mexico:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that the undersigned was on
the 8th day of April, 1921, appointed
receiver of and for the
Grocery Club of Clovis, New Mexico,
dalers in retail groceries and you are
further notified that the order of the
court provides that all creditors shall
present verified statements of their
claims against said Grocery Club to
the undersigned receiver and special
master at Clovis, New Mexico, on or
before the 8th day of June, 1921, and
that unless said claims are presented
in the manner and form prescribed
by said order and the laws of this
state you and ench of you will be for-- 1
jever barred and precluded from Bhar- mg in me ciismuuiion of the assets
$

We Sell
.

SKINNER'S

Th Highest Grade Macaroni,
Noodlei, and
other Mcroni product.

Spiketti,Egg

Skarda Motor Co.

there's more to a home
than dollars and cents

THE

"It Costs

J Sullivan's Grocery and
Market
?
I

fO.

It Right."
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

and proceeds arising from the sale

of Range 34 East, Curry County,.
New Mexico.
,
and to cause said land to be sold W
satisfy said note and judgment and"
that unless you plead in said cause ja.
or before the Cth day of May, 1921,.
judgment by default will be taken
against you and said land will ti
sold; that the attorney for plaintiff
is A. W. Hockenhull of Clovis, New

NOTICE OF SUIT.

thereof.
Witness my hand this 8th day of State of New Mexico to A. G. Craw
ford, Defendant, Greeting:
April, 1921.
n
C. C. CALLICOTT,
You are notified that W. E. Mc- Receiver and Special Master. N'eal has begun a suit against you in
the District Court of Curry County,
ADMINISTRATRIX NOTICE
New Mexico, in Cause No. 1750, and
that the general objects of said acNotice is hereby given that the un tion are to foreclose a real estate
dersigncd was duly appointed admin mortgage, executed by you, the plainistratrix of the estnte of Cora E. tiff, to secure a note for $500.00 upsharpnack, deceased, by the
on the following real estate:
Court ot 0urry County, New Mexico,
Southwest
and North3n t1(. Rth ()liv of A,,ril) 192i, nnd
west
and Southeast
present
to
notified
persons
are
all
of the Southwest
claims against said estate for payment
of Section 35, in Township 4 North
11s
the law provides, otherwise same
will be forever barred within one
year.
T
Hazel M. Sharpnack,
Administratrix

Mexico.

Witness my hand and seal of mii
Court at Cbvis, New Mexiiu, thi
2:ird day of March, 1921.
(SEAL)
DANIEL BOONE.
County Clerk nnd
t'lerfc
3;U-4tof the Distriet Court.

lV-bat-

The fact that a fellow is married is
not proof conclusive that he is the
heud of a family.

e

J. R. DENHOF
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
Years Experience

15

News Classified Ads bring results.

Latest, Most

Up-to-Dn- tc

Equipment

-

ork liiiaramced
DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY
All

X

X

No More To Built

Telephone No. 15

4,

J

LUMBER

I.ONG-REL- L

LCANO
'

FOR 13 YEARS

Maybe This Is The Best Bank For You

Controlled and Operated By:

RELIABLE
A VOLCANO in ac
fire frequently bursts
without warning upon a
Only by sound incommunity.
surance can you be indemnified
for the losses it may bring to
you.

LIKE

1. Detain, President
I. A. Jonea, asliiw
6. Tf. Skeleton and Cash Tlamej, Vw Presidents
J. E. Liudlej and C. S. Ilant, Directors

Cfaaa

S

The Hartford Fire Insurance

The Citizen's Bank of Clovis
'

RESPONSIBLE

SAFE
'THE FARMERS FRIEND'

2Ctn

RELIABLE

Company has stood between its
customers and losses for more
than a century. It will promptly
reimburse you for fire damage
if you buy its insurance protection.
The Hartford's Fire Prevention Engineers will help you,
through this agency, to remove
perils which cause fire.

The Scheurich Agency

RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF

I

CHAPE

PRIVATE AMBULANCE

I

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.

i;

Day Phone

ail

JOHNSON BROS.
Night Phone 235
TTTTTTT TTTTTTTTTtTTTTTT

1

t
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Hollenc; Beach, Ranchvale; Mickey,!
Havener.
121b shot put, (Seniors) : Dier, Tex-- 1
ico; Walten, Hollcne; Lovette, Pleas-- :

ant

We hope we never grow so small and our busi-slarge that we can't appreciate the human side of
o

tonr customers.

The Western Elevator Company
Texico

Clovis

"Watch Us Grow"

shot put, (Juniors): Dunnigan, Hollenc; B. Bohanan, Ranchvale;
Bingham, Plensant Hill.
(Seniors) :
White,
run,
Mile
Ranchvale; Foster, Hollenc; Mills,:
Ranchvale.
Mile relay, (Seniors) : First, Ranch- vale, F. Hill, C. Bohanan, Miller and
White; Second, Pleasant Hill, Jarrell,
Walker, Kemper and Singlcterry.
First,
440 yd. relay, (Juniors):
Ranchvale, Tate, B. Bohanan, Mouscr,
and Beach; Second, Pleasant Hill,
Kays, Isam, Singleterry and Sharp.
Girls' Events.
30 yd. dash, (Seniors) : Watkins,
Hollene; Neely.Texico ; Kellcy,Ranch-val-

"THE PRICE IS THE THING"
FONE 52

Following prices on groceries from Saturday, April
23, to Saturday, April 30. We deliver orders amount- ing to $10 tree. Uther amounts at actual cost.

Eiimnp

is
Ttutt
Tt't

Earni First Honor!

MEET
in

For-ui- c

Contest. Winning Schools
Civen Loving Cups.
team

from

tin1

Ranchvale

won first in thi' truck incut
scared in Clovis Saturday, thi' ilth un-ihe direction of the Curry County
SkSbn.i)

Athletic Association.
.t
First honors in the forensic
vvrc awarded to the Texico
.Schools. Kiich school was presentee"
ith ji hanilsonie loving cup, which
wiil he the center ;if competition each
eon-'..t-

The following report shows the
of the track teams: Ranch-wlc- ,
J0; IMensiint Hill, liii; Hollenc,
it-- Texico, Ii4; ( laud, ft; Melrose, 3;
JMIvicw, 2; Havener, 1.
Track Meet Winners.
;

lOtj yd. flush,

(Seniors): Jarrell.

Hill; Miller, Kanchvule;
lwr. Texico.
0 yd. dash, (Juniors) : Cnrrctt,
WoJii-nvKays, Wcisunt Hill; Cotton,
,

Hop, hU'P, ami jump, (Seniors):
"Sander, Texico; Cecil Hill, Rnnch-tflSharp, Pleasant Hill.
Ili.p, step and jump, (Juniors) :
mi, Pleasant Hill; Tate, Ranchvale;
Voyle Hill, Ranchvale.
Jarrell,
12(1 yd. dash, (Seniors):
r;

Best Irish Spuds 301b for
r
81b pail Swift Jewel Compound
121b Head Rice for
Nice Dried Prunes, per pound..
Dried Peaches, per pound
Dried Apricots, per pound

30 yd. dash, (Juniors) : Westfall,
Claud; Bingham, Pleasant Hill; Cameron, Hollenc.
Baseball throw for accuracy,
(Seniors) : Petty, Hollenc; Sells,
Hollenc; Neeley, Texico.
Baseball throw for accuracy, (Juniors) : Francis, Texico; Tate, Ranchvale; G. Fowler, Texico.
yd. relay, (Seniors) : First,
140
Texico, Neeley, Plaster, Wright and
Doose; Second, Hollene, Walton,
Ranchvale
Petty, Sells.
Garrett,
team was disqualified for not touching hands.
First,
140 yd. relay, (Juniors):
Texico, Francis; Holton, Stapleton,
Harmon; Second, Pleasant Hill, Bingham, DeLozier, Goodman, Clark;
Third, Bellview, Hall, Price, Pullium,
Harris.
Texico was awarded first place in
the forensic meet. Following are the
results:
Orations, (Seniors) : first, J. W.
Scarborough, second; Myrtle Reeves,
Texico; third James Hogg.
Orations, (Juniors) : first, L, Lanff-stoTexico; second, Norvell Tate,
Ran'chvale; third, Dixie Stuurt, Mel-

Ranchvale)
Pleasant Hill; Miller,
Dier, Texico.
Running broad jump, (Seniors):
Miller, Ranchvale; Walker, Pleasant
Hill; Cecil Hill, Ranchvale.
Running broad Jump, (Juniors) ;
Dunnigan, Hollenc; Isam, Pleasant
Hill; Tate, Ranchvale.
220 yd. dash, (Seniors): Jarrell,
Pleasant Hill; Holland, Melrose; Miller, Kanchvule.
220 yd. dash, (Juniors) : Garrett,
llollene; Reach, Ranchvale; Lungaton,
Texico.
Running liiif h jump, (Seniors):
K. Hill, Ranchvale; Singlcterry and
Sharp, Pleasant Hill, and J. Dohanan,
Kanchvule, tied for second pluce und
were given one point each.
Running high jump, (Juniors)'.
I sum, Kays und Karns, all of rieasant
Hill.
410 yd. dash, (Seniors): White,
Ranchvale; C. Bnhunnn, Ranchvale;
Kemper, Plensiint Hill.
Beach,
440 yd. dash, (Juniors) :
Mouscr and Matthews, all of Ranch-vul- rose.
(Seniors) : first,
Declamutions.
(Seniors):
F. Hill, I,aura Sheffield; second, F.dna Mc
Pole vuult,
Ranchvale: J. Bohnnan, Ranchvale, Cnstland; third, Bertie Curd, Texico.
(Juniors) : first,
Declamations,
and Singlcterry, Pleasant Hill, tied
for second place, each receiving 2 Ouida Byers, Ranchvale; second, Dixie Stuart, Melrose; third, Glenn Todd,
points.
Pole vault, (Juniors) : Kays, Pleas- - Texico.
(Juniors) :
Music,
; Coyle Hill, Ranchvale; Grow- Instrumental
ant
dow, Kanchvule.
first, Edith Doose, Texico; other two
(Seniors) : Mills places not announced.
8S0 vd.
run,
(Juniors) :
music,
Instvuemntal
Ranchvale; Thompson, Pleasant Hill;
Ciinwdon, Ranchvale.
first, Frankie l.angston, Texico, other
UNO yd. run, (Juniors) :
Cameron, two places not announced.
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Beginning immediately we are closing out our
stock of Boys' Suits and Blouses at absolute cost.

these are clothes he'll be proud of.

1
;
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Cur spring suits for men are now cn display
latest styles and patterns at reasonable prices.

1

(TP

41b

Best Peaberry Coffee

90c

Sunlight Flour, 481b

$2.20

Red Star Flour, 481b

$2.70

FONE 52

:

UNDERWEAR,

NOTES

PHONE," 258
PRESSING

F,

5:00

p.

Don't forget every library book
RANCHVALE NEWS
this week for an aecountini;.
'inlay eveuine; April 22nd there
Mary licll ljtJinmiii entered Hrhiinl
will be a program at the Claud
It is the end of school. No .Monday morning after en absence of
vliool.
time has been taken from school e till iVics oil .uvouiit of her nioth- houis for the entertainment, as Mr. er's illness.
.1. M. iiickley visited the schools
Rose does not improve of slighting
Tlle-iiho.'llil.g.
school work.
Tiie .iinleiie class is very inaeiie
To determine the cause of recent on account of vaccination.
Cecil Victor and Ruby Mix are in
wreck on a Pennsylvania railroad, a
mock collision was staged. As a re- i'hool after one month's absence on
pox.
sult of the imitation wreck officials account
Murine ll'dlinaii enjoyed a visit
were able to determine against which
road claims should be filed because of with lier mother. Mrs. T. H. llollimin,
last Sunday. Mrs. Ilollman left New
Hint road's negligence.
Mexico ten years ago and returned
aninud who lat Saturday morning.
Sue nou'.
Man is a
tries to work all the other animals the great progress here.
Was there a singing convention
for a living.
Yes, and Curry and
here Sunday"!
Optimists and pessimists pull best CJiiiiy visitors filled our house and
together when they are far apart.
yard. I ome again.
in

!.

:"

d

r

The Sixth button
f

in.

ngMr. and Mrs. Wesley .lohnson entertained friends at a dance Tuesday
eveninir, April 11. Spanish musicians
from Clovis furnished the music. A

wmmmi mm
iRT.TANING

Try it

"THE PRICE IS THE THING"

j

rlj

You will enjoy Ben Hur Coffee.

Austin & Co.

-

.

$1.00

In Our Store on April 30

if-

Oc 1

bars Star Soap for

The class will meet with Mrs. Tom
( rouder Wednesday the 20th, and
with Mrs. Ora Westfall on friday
the 22nd. Mrs. John Westfall will
entrUin the class on Wedi .'sday the
27' h.
Wednesday the 20th at Mrs. Crou-der'- s
is also Outlook Club day so the
m
fell members should arrive early as there
will be an important business meeti-

1

I

30

$1.15

ed n!

$25 to $50

WE HAVE EVERYTHING FOR THE MAN SHIRTS,
HOSE, NECKWEAR.

70

BEN HUR COFFEE

,

This is your chance to clothe the youngster in
Xtragood" togs at a bargain. Bring him in

$1.00

for..$1.38

.

Boys' Togs

bars White Eagle Soap for
K. C. Baking Powder

Th' I'luud lied Cross met at Mrs.
Walter WestfaH s on Wediiesilay,
l'Alr'l l'Uh. Mrs. Tom Crouder
There have been
ioined the class.
HMstal-elvports Koinir around that
there would he no more lessons civ
en the class lifter last week, but
'Miss Wills infoniK us that she will
not. leave Clovis ur.ti! May 1st. By
iiutleiidiiiK clasi's, therefore, twice a
week, Wednesday anil Friday nfter-- ;
oo-eur class can finish the les- he class w ll nieel accoro-- j
sons.
init to this schedule durinir the rest
of he month.
The class met Friday the Kith at
Mrs. Gilliams'. It was u very had
III windy day hut every class member
was i resent. But owinn to some unknown reason, probably the . lonK
distance Miss Wills would have had
to drive in the wind storm, she was
not there. The ladies practiced the
lied niakinir etc., demonstrated the
last lesson and ilid physical culture
stunH. The hostess served cake and
cocoa, lifter which the (,'iiests depart-

Our Complete Line of

25

25c

101b

CLAUD

9

.80

15c

We Will Demonstrate

a

MMS

.27

Van Camps Hominy, full No. 3
cans, each
Imperial Club Corn, 2 cans for

23c

$1.25

Mi
1

.20

Sugar Cane Syrup, per gal
King Komus Syrup, per gal

Vocal chorus: first, Texico, second, Ranchvale; third, Melrose.
The results of the meet were kindly furnished to the News hy I'rof. C.
A. I'lccnmn, of Kanchvule.

9 1

League brand Table Peaches, 2y2
25c
size, per can
$1.00
No. 2. Sliced Hawaiian Pineapple
$1.06
28c
per can
$1.00
15c
No. 1 Pink Salmon, per can

Red Label Karo, per gal.
Blue Label Karo, per gal.

11

a

REPAIRING
.

h

$1.00

Sugar, 101b for

e.

DISCHVALE WINS FIRST

uo

.ustin

Hill.

12tb

,vn

IniT" number enjoyed the evening
and those who did not dance were
provided with panics. Refreshments
were served.
M. mul Mrs Keennh and f Hill il V
will leave shortly after school for an
extended visit with Mrs. Keenan s
relatives in Colorado.
The Mott family are out of Smallpox quarantine now.
the
attended
Mnnv from Claud
sinninjt convention at Ranchvale last
Sunday.
The Outlook Club is ordering more
than 100 new books for the library

will find six buttons down the box plait
of an Eagle Shirt this spring one more
on other makes six buttons drawn up
incloscfrontformationto prevent embarrassing exposix burtons, every
sures even with the lightest fabrics
one sewn on with twenty per cent, more stitches than
manufacturers consider "necessary." The sixth button
is another reason why men prefer Eagle Shirts.

YOU

Kendall Dry Goods Co.

J

County Clerk

Oldest Established Paner in Currv Countv
VOL. 14, NUMBER 43.

i

FARM

"

THE CLdVIS NEWS,
TO SOLICIT FUNDS
FOR BAND

BUREAU DRIVE IS

nmun

bllb

mrin nimn i u
AriLAU
nArlULI

Membership Campaign Gaini Big
Impetus Through Three Day'
Speaking- Tour of Cummings
The membership campaign of the
Curry County Farm Bureau, which
started off Friday with a three days'
speaking tour by S. Fred Cummings,
national organizer, is going ahead
rapidly according to County Agent
E. C. Bollinger.
During the three days of Mr,
stay in Curry County 130 new
members were signed up by the
solicitors, and committees who
are thoroughly posited on the work
of the organization are working in
ench community.
In the initial drive, the Bellview
community signed up 27 members,
and Pleasant Hill followed close with
25.
Since that time the Pleasant
Hill committee has reported 32 additional members, and Bellview has
reported 32.
The following committees are at
work in the various communities:
Pleasant Hill, W. W Hungate and
L. (i. Barnes; Bellview, Bonnie Parish and J. N. Brown; Grady, Rev.
R. A. Crawford and John F. Smith-son- ;
Melrose, J. A. C'onley and Mr.
Hollifirld; Locust Grove, C. A.
and J. E. Randol; Moye and
Pumpkin Center, A. E. Douglas and
A. B. Douglas.
From alt indications there will be
considerable rivalry between the
committers in the race for membership, and it is the aim of the bureau
(hut every farmer and business man
In the county be given a chance to
join.
Later on a systematic campaign
will lie carried on in each of the
toe ns of the county.
Cum-niing- s'

u

CURRY

ROY SMITH HAS CAR
STOLEN MONDAY NIGHT
A 1917 model five passenger Buick
car, belonging to Roy Smith, was
stolen Monday evening from east
Otero Avenue near the carnival
grounds.
So far, both the thief and the car
are still missing.

City Will Spend $30,251 in Constructing Approximately 28,000 Feet

of Sewer Extension.
The contract for sewer extension
in Clovis, which has been contemplated for Rome time, was awarded to Mr.
Claud Fisher, of Phoenix, Arizona,
by the City Council Monday evening.
The work wil'.cost the city $30,251
and the work is to be completed by

August
of this year.
Specifications of the job call for
'J(i,H(i0 feet of 8 inch sewer line, and
1,110 feet of 10 inch line, '.100 Y's
22,000 feet of trench not less than
three and a half feet deep and 0,000
feet of trench not less thnii six feet
deep, and the construction of 30 manWALLACE AUSTIN IS
hole:! with the necessary flush tanks,
MARRIED AT LIBERTY, MO.
1

etc.

WmII iee Austin and Miss Edna Lee
Smith were married on Wednesday
of last week at the home of the bride
at Liberty, Mo. The young couple
nirv'il in Clovis Inst Friday morning
and are milking their home at 20!)
W. Washington Avenue.
The groom is a member of the firm
of A. B. Austin & Co., and is a
young man of plenty of business
ability end has a bright future. The
bride is not known in Clovis but the
.News joins the many friends of the
groom in welcoming' her to this city.
Tins paper wishes the newly-wed- s
much happiness.

The woi will include a large part
of the outlying districts of town not
served ijy the per sent system.
CAR STOLEN AND
STRIPPED OF EQUIPMENT

'

C01NTI0JJERE

SOON

The Woodmen Circle Convention
for the state of New Mexico, will be
held in Clovis April 25th and 26th.
Mrs. Dora Alexander Talley, Supreme
Clerk, of Omaha, Neb., and Mrs.
Katie Ferguson, Chairman of the
Supreme Law Committee and state
manager for New Mexico, of Albuquerque, will attend the meetings.
Grand officers and delegates from
all over the state will attend the convention.
The convention will be held in tit"
Elks Hall, and the program follows:
Monday, April 25, 10 a. m.
Mistress of Ceremonies, Mrs. Rulph
Martin.
Invocation, Rev. W, M. Elliott.
Opening Ode.
Address of welcome on behalf of
city of Clovis, Lieut.-GoDuckworth.
Response, Mi
Carrie CusacK.
Address of welcome on behalf of
W. O. W. and Woodmen Circle, by
C. A. Hatch.
Response, Mrs. Dora Alexander
Talley, Omaha, Neb.
"America."
The public is invited to attend the
program of Monday morning.
Monday Afternoon, 1:30 p. ro.
Business Session.
At 4:30 an auto ride will be given
the visiting delegates by the Clovis
Chamber of Commerce.
Monday Evening.
7 o'clock, initiation of new members.
8:30 o'clock, memorial service to
which the public is cordially invited.
Tueiday Morning.
Business sesuion at X o'cloek.
Tueiday Evening.
At 7 o'clock installation of officers.
(Jet together meetinir and recention!
to which public is invited.
The Albuniirrquo drill team will
pul on all floor work and give some
fancv drills.
CROP SURVEY
IN GRADY COMMUNITY,

CHAUTAUQUA

I. C. Reiff is the new manager for
the Railways Ice Co. at this place,
having assumed the dutit's of his position the 15th of this month. Mr.
Reiff is from Chicago and has been
with the company there.
He is a
brother of T. E. Reiff, formerly manager of the company's business at
this place.

FOR

FEDERAL

BUILDING FOR
i

92.00 PER YEAR

COUNTY FARMERS
ARE AFTER FARM PESTS.

NEW MANAGER FOR
RAILWAYS ICE CO.

ASKS

Office

SIXTEEN PACES

Curry County farmers are going
after farm pests in earnest now, according to Victor Van Geesen, of the
U. S. Biological Survey, who is making Curry his headquarters this week.
On Tuesday demonstrations
of
methods of exterminating
prairie
dogs, ground squjrrels, field mice and
other rodents were given in the Moye
and Pumpkin Center districts, and
all farmers in these
communities
have signed up to destroy the prairie
dogs on their lands. Another demonstration in the Bellview district
was given today.
Poisoned grain and carbon bisulphide are the principal methods used
in getting rid of the pests, and it is
estimated that the cost per acre in
clearing the land of rodents is about
25 cents.
During 1320 about 1,500 acres of
land in this county were cleared of
prairie doga, and there remain approximately 5,000 acres yet to be
cleared.

National Officers and Many Delegates will be Present at Stat
Meeting Here This Month.

,
MAKING

Paner of TJ. S. Land

THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1921.

CONCERTS

In order to finance the band con-- 1
certs by Johnson's band this summer,
committees will solicit the citizen of
the town in order to raise $750 to
assist in financing the entertainments.
The Kiwanis Club ha appointed committees to ark each block and In
this way the work or soliciting the
funds will be facilitated.
Those contributing will vote on
which night in the week the concerts
will be held and the majority will settle the matter.
The concerts will be
held at the city park opposite the
Lone Star Lumber Company.

Official

MS

Congressman Nestor Montoya Aiki
Appropriation of $100,000 for
New P.O. Building in Clovii.

COUUEI ICE
"Pst! Pst!!" It was the
mayor calling in a few friends
to witness another wedding at
the Cityt Drug Store. Judge
Noble was at hand, and in a
short time Mr. Earl McPhceters
and Miss Mae Bramlet, of Melrose were Mr. and Mrs. McPhee-ters,

"We can marry them in a
hurry in here," said the mayor,
"bucause we get lots of practice."
This is 'he second wcddir.g in
the store during the past week.

The Kiwunis Club members plan to
features
have their entertainment
while the luncheon is being served in
the future, thus giving more time to
attend to business.
At the Wednesday luncheon A. W.
Hnckcnhull made a good talk on sidewalk building. Mr. Hockeiihiill stated
that more sidewalks were really more
important than paving and urged
the members to get behind n program
to put down several mib's of walks
this summer.

Department Changes Name of Havener in Order thai it May Conform with Railroad Name.
Havener, N. M., is no more. The
post office department has changed
the name of the station to (trier. The
station has always been known by the
Santa Fe Railroad as Grier and has
been so officially noted on railroad
maps. When the post office was established the department gave it the
nnine of Havener, it having been
named for Judge W. A. Havener of
Clovis.
HOME

BADLY DAMAGED

T. N. Belew's home on North Ax-te- ll
was badly damaged by fire Inst

Saturday night. The family was
away frem home when the fire started and much damage was done before
the fire company extinguished the
flames.

10

Program hat Been
and Company Says Attractions are of the Beat.

Seven-Da-

y

The Clovis Chautaunua will heein
on May 16th. Plans are being mado
now to handle the entertainment of
this year which will consist of a seven

SCON

American City Bureau Will Raise
Funds to Finance Work of Clovis
Chamber of Commerce.

-

Arrff

car
,t"len from the carnival grounds
nighl. Later the cur
last
was found in west Clovis where :i had
of tires and about everything cLo merchantable. The officers have no clue as to the identity
of the thief.
A.

L.

hud his

Dodge

County Agent, E. C. Hollinger an- nonnci's that the Grady community,
through Edwin (i. Ilobba. High School
princ'pal. is mailing a eoi.im'.mity
i ron survey.
The blanks were stip plied by the comity agent, and tho
survey is well under way. Such a
leport will doubtless contain much
valuable information, both for the
HIGH SCHOOL CELEBRATES
people in the l.rady district and those
CONTESTS
interested in that coniniunilv.

forty-poun-

Tuv-mI;-

Din-ami-

,

'

:.-,-
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M
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INTER-SOCIET-

HOCKENHULL BOOSTS
FOR MORE SIDEWALKS

MAY

day s program.
At a meetinir of the Chautaunua
signers last Friday evening, W. W.
Mayes was named president of the or
ganization this year and John C. Luik- art was chosen secretary. The president will name an advisory committee
which will hnve( charge of ticket selling and other matters connected with
putting over the proposition.
Following are some of the numbers
on the program this year:
Vierra's Hawaiian, greatest in ihe
United States.
Grenadier's Singing Band, spectne.
Curbing Work Hni Been Completed ular music.
on Munroe and Cement Being
Philharmonic Orchestra, all string
Poured There This Week.
superb.
Hurt. John Temple Graves, one of
Rapid progress is being made on America's greatest orators.
the paving in Clovis. The curbing has
Ng Pon Chew, Chinese Newspaper
been completed on Munroe Avenue mini.
and this part of the work has been
The Wells Company, musical nnd
started on Main Street and Grand dramatic.
Avenue and the work of pouring ce('has. H. Plattenburg, community
ment on Munroe Avenue has been affairs.
The contractors are
commenced.
Broadway Jones, N. Y. success by
working a large force ti men and the Cohan.
paving program will likely be com
Montague Light Opera Singers, in
pleted ahead of the date first fig- light opera program.
ured on.
Mine. Selavanova, on Russia.
Dr. Frank Dixon, National affairs.
SITE FOR CITY PARK
Clarissa Harold, reader.
WILL BE CHOSEN
Henry Adrian, story of Luther
Biirbank.
Committees from the City Conn
Knofleckova and Company, great
cil, the Chamber of Commerce, the violinist.
School Board and the Curry County
r'Hir Association are now working on
the plan for securing ground for the
city park and camp grounds. Something definite will he worked out in
the way of a location soon.

Nestor Mo,,,.., NYw Mexico's repltucntative in Congress, has intro- ril'ct'1' " bi" in Congress authorizing
tho expenditure of $100,000 for a
at Clevis. Seeming FAMOUS BUTTF.k FAT
federal
!r federal bivlding is mi small t.nk.
COW DIES Oi FEVER
hut Clov's is entitled to one and the
Appletnn,
Wis., April III. - Sadie
people .of this c tv appreciate Mr.
Ilcngciveld de Kol, the Hol-- .
Mimtoya'b efforts to Sonne th apti in cow who uttiiined a
propriatinii.
butler1 fat production record in a
seven-daCALLED TO KANSAS.
lest, and known to Hoistcin
breeder.' all over the 1'iiited States
M''-- I'l'-Hume
canity and ('aiiudc. died here Monday after
''"' lcad'-r- I i'f1 Wednesday for I'ar- - coiil ra,-- inn mil!', fevi r. She wan 0
liore she was culled
sons. Kansa:-- .
old. Officials of the
"
"court of ;h" dentil of her I.ve hi oc't !iscnri:i
nephew,
I" d tie- eow
i

HILL

GETTING IN PRACTICE

Today is n big day with the students of Clovis High School. Classes
QiHciac
wsfl
wi re "topped at 10 o'clock tliH morncuuu ni
ing, and the annual inti
contests began with tennis tournaments.
A track meet will be held this afternoon, and declamation contests will
be held this evening.
Delegates From Many Points Outside
The student body is divided into
State Compete with Local Sintwo societies Tri Alpha and Sesame
ger. Holltne hat Next Meet.
and each year they compete for the
loving cup.
All attendance records for community gatherings in Curry County
JONES INVESTIGATES
were smashed Sunday when 2,500
CAMP SITE
COMMUNITY
people met at the Ranchvale School
I). W. Jones, secretary of the Clovis for the thirteenth quarterly convenChamber of Commerce, returned this tion of the Curry County Singing
morning from a trip through the cen- Convention.
The convention was called to order
tral part of the state, where he in10 o'clock in the morning, and the
at
vestigated the territory available for
singing contests between classes from
municipal camping grounds.
Mr. Jones was accompanied by C. the various communities of the county
L. Cooper and R. G. Porter, of Tulin, lasted until late in the afternoon.
By a ballot of the members, the
who selected a camping site for thnt
next meeting of the organization will
city.
Under present rulings, towns are be held at Hellene no the third Sune
allowed lo select
tracts day in June. Officers for the coming
which will be set aside for them on year were elected as follows: John
F. Taylor,
president; Prof, Jeff
petition of the city council.
; Miss
I.ula
Mr. Jones recommends thnt Clovis Welch, Texico,
select her camping ground on the Mitchell, Ranchvale, secretary; and
Rito Espertu Santos creek, in the llayden W. Jennings of Texico, J. II.
Santa Fe National Forest, about 12 Conway of Hollene, and 'has. E.
miles north of the little town of Pecos White of Havener, advisory commitin San Miguel County.
The scenery tee.
Professor Bobo, of Coleman, Tex.,
there is beautiful, and the place would
make an ideal camping ground, Mr. S. J. Taylor, of Happy, Tex., president of the Castro county singing
Jones says
convention, were among the numerous singers from outside the county.
5MAI.L BLAZE SUNDAY.
Many of the visitors drove for a
The City fire department answered hundred miles to attend the convena call at 10:45 Sunday morning on tion, and an accurate count showed
West Otero Avenue, where two small a total of 480 cars parked around the
sheds and a small house had caught school house.
fire. The houses were owned by Ed
The Singing Convention will meet
Gray. The dnmnge was slight.
three times more during the summer,

m
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May Have Another Revolt.
Rebel chiefs, who have promised to
start a revolution on Mav 5 the
Mexican national holiday have been
selected, according to reports from
Mexico City. The purpose of the outbreak is to elevate General Pablo Gon-

Representatives of the Anicncun
City iiui'"au will be in Clovis on April
25th to commence the campaign to
secure finances for the Clovis Cham- Im r of
Commerce. The American
City liiiu-ahas
exceptionally
ikc; ssful in l mincing Chambers of
having ju.-.- t closed n
Commerce, t ;
fill campaign at Raton.
They will send experienced workers
into Clovis whose duty it will be to
form an organii'.ation that will secure
members and donations that will finance the Chamber of Commerce for
a period i f three years. The Bureau
receives a percentage for putting over
the drive.
The directors of the local commercial organization have found the matter of getting the money to pay the
expeni.es of the work to be a most
perplexing problem nnd it Is believed
this big drive for funds will insure
the Chamber of Commerce plenty of
funds to operate on.

Wrong Girl Kidnapped.
Verda llcown, 3. of Tneoma, Washington, has the distinction of being
Hie victim of a mistaken kidnapping,
She was seized near her home, hound,
gagi'od, and taken to- - Camp Lewis,
where her captors discovered that
zales to the presidency and oust
she was not the girl they were looking
as well as punish the assas- for. She was released unharmed afsins of former presidents Cnrranza ter many apologies nnd carried to
IMPORTANT CASE
anil Madero.
within one block of her home.
BEING HEARD TODAY
Forced to Sign Check.
A
case of much magnitude is being
Want More Water.
W. V. Chuniley, 50 years of aRe,
People in Amarillo want a better heard here this week bef.-rJudge
was arrested in Amarillo, Wednesday,
Reed Hollman of Santa Fe. The case
wuter
supply.
And
with
this
view
in
on the charge of having forced T. S.
u series of wells will be drilled in is A. W. Skarda vs. First National
Cnvins, president of the First Nationthat vicinity to delermin where the Bank and First Mortgage Loan Co.
a
sign
to
of
Texas,
al Bank
Claude,
best supply can be had. The city of Clovis. The ownership of 3,500
check for $5,000. According to the
head of sheep, formerly the property
commission has the work in charge.
banker's story, Chuniley stopped him
of J. Frank Neel, is involved. The
on the street Wednesday morning.
plaintiff is represented by Rowells
Calls Special Seasion.
The old man carried an iron chain
Governor Robertson of Oklahoma & R 'ese, and W. A. Havener and the
with a strap tied to it, and the banker
defendants by Patton & Hatch1 and W.
feared that he would be beaten if he bus decided to cull a special session W. Mayes
of this city and J. M.
the
legislature lo pass appropria
Following a of
did not sign the cheek.
Hervey of Roswell.
bills
tion
for
state
instutitions
and
forj
check,
futile attempt to cish the
The case will likely bo finished
Chumley went to Amarillo, where he iiuinic nance oi me glare government,
on April 25 or May 2. These approp- today.
was arrested.
riations were blocked recently when
MURDERER OF NICHOLS
the lower house of the legislature adCotton Association Formed.
GETS LONG SENTENCE
Delegates from five states, repres- journed without notice and for a time
enting 7(i per cent of tho cotton it was feared that the state schools
Hon. W. W. Nichols returned this
growing territory in the I'nited States would have to be closed.
week from Fort Worth where he went
met in Oklahoma City Tuesday and
to attend the trial of C. A. Putney
Reparations Committee Busy.
fot'med what is considered the largest
who murdered
his brother, Scott
The Allied Reparations Committee, Nichols, there recently. Putney was
commodity selling organization in the
country.
The organization will be charged with the job of collecting war convicted and was given a sentence of
known as the American Cotton Grow- Indemnities from Germany are now 09 years.
.
ers exchange, and will have head- busy with plans for 'collecting the
Mr. Nichols, was chief operator for
quarters at Dallas. Oklahoma, Ark- amounts due. Premier Lloyd Gcorg the Western Union Telegraph Co.
at
ansas, California, Texas, Georgia, of England, and Premier Briand, of Fort Worth. Ho disappeared in FebMississippi and North Carolina were France, will confer Sunday with a ruary and his body
was not found
represented at the meeting.
view of adopting a plan of action.
until several weeks later.
1
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OUR FARM BUREAU
The fact that during the last week
13G new members were added to the
Curry County Farm Bureau, and that
only nine farmers in the county who
were solicited for membership have
failed to join, shows that Curry County is awaking to the need of a live
bureau membership.
Seven meetings were held in different communities over the county
on Friday, Saturday and Monday,
where S. Fred Cumminfrs told the people of the work that the American
Farm Bureau Federation, and what
thin organization expects to do fori
the farmers throughout the United
Stales.
Mr. Cummings was merely the preliminary step toward a thorough
s
of the county. Every farmer
and business man will be given an
opportunity to join the bureau. And
every farmer and business man should
join, for every citizen of Curry county is vitally interested in the outcome
of the farming situation.
Every member menus tin added!
support to the principles for which;
the Farm Iiiiivjiii slamls, and the opportunity to help out in (his gnat
cause should not lie overlooked.
nin-vns-

yc iv' ('(iv'i.'"riin.
tot;
111. ci
PI.UI..I
W.1..
I

Reports Indicate that practically
every cnniinunit.Y in the count;, was
represented at Kanchvale
Sunday
when 2,!ini) people attended the
meeting of the Curry
thirteenth
County Singing Convention. And
among the visitors were singers from
a dozen points outside the state.
The Curry County Singing Cons
vention f'.arted a little more than
three years ago as a singing class
Later it grew
in one community.
to include two or three communities.
And last Sunday's meeting was looked forward to throughout eastern
New Mexico.
The fact that so many people are
interested in this organization and
that the crowds arc growing with
ach meeting shows what a force it
is becoming in the community life
in the coue'y
The Convention is now, without
doubt one of the foremost factors
for the advancement of community
spirit in the entire plains country.
Amarillo entertained the Panhandle
Tress Association Friday and Saturday of last week. This Association
is composed of the newspaper men
of the Panhandle of Texas, Eastern
New Mexico and Western Oklahoma
and practically every paper in the
territory was represented at the as.

Amarillo took care of the
Bociatioti.
editors royally with banquets and all
sorts of entertainments and the beau
ty part of it was that it was all free
to the newspaper folks. The Asso
ciation voted unanimously to return
to Amarillo next year.

compared with the previous y.iar,
This year's estimates contain no pro
vision for capital ships. Columbin
rules the waves, not Britainia; the
latter has gracefully retired. Clay
ton News.

The progressive citizens of Portales
saw to it that they got same adver
Using at the meeting of the Pan'
handle Press Association at Amarillo
lust week. A crate of famous Roosevelt County sweet potatoes and onions
were shipped there and served at
a banquet. The Portales Valley will
some day be known far and wide for
the quality of her sweet potatoes.
They have those raised in eastern
Texas and Arkansas backed clear off
the map and the industry it develop
ing into a very profitable one.

PROBABLE ORIGIN OF WAGONS

FARM PESTS.
According to statistics furnished
by the U. S. Biological Survey, 1,500
acres of prairie dog infested land
in Curry County was cleared up of
the pests during 1020, at an estimated saving tu farmers of $2,000

j

; :

Wagons probably originated from
rude vehicles dragged on cylindrical
logs, which must goon havu suggested
the Idea of the axis and the solid
wheel, even now used In remote districts of Portugnl.
According
to
Moses, Egypt was the country where
wagons were first used. The Chinese
called the Inventor
The
Oreck attributed
the Invention to
Erlchthonlus, the fourth king of Athens. Wagons with two wheels mny
have been the first constructed, but
Homer mentions
wagons,
the Invention of which was ascribed
to the Phrygians'. Much time elnpsed
before wagons were used for nleasure
carriages.
Moses mentions the vvnr
chariots of Pharaoh. Theseus Is said
to have Introduced chariots among the
Greeks. The Creeks also used two.
wheeled chariots, each containing two
persons, one of whom drove while the
other threw spears.
The chariots
were open behind and had low
wheels.
The Romans used wagons
early and gave different immes to
them according to the nurnnno to
which they were npplled, as

MILLINERY

n

by the Unman

vehicle

used

so that :f
girl happened to find a
thimble or a sewing machine bobbin
on the street she'd imagine that they
CARD
were parts of the mechanism of an
automobile engine, and let it go at
Amarillo, Tex., April 18. The thut.
Santa Fe Railway announces thut a
new time card will be effective May
1st for the entire system. The new
card will be ready for publication in
a few days.
An important change is the return
to use of central standard time on the
Plains and Sluton divisions. During
m
Federal control of railroads tho dividing point between the central and
mountain time zones was changed
from Clovis, New Mexico, to
Oklahoma. This change was unsatisfactory to the people of northwest Texas and Congressman Marvin
Jones secured the passage of a law to
return northwest Texas to the central
time zone.
The enforcement of the law was
placed with the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
But no order to change
the time was issued by the Commission until recently. When the Santa
Fe Hail way published a new time
card for the Plains division March
27th, no order had been received.
When the order was issued by tho
Commission no date was fixed for
the change of time. When the order
was received, the Santa Fe Railway
had under consideration a new time
card for the system to be in effect
on May 1st. It was decided not to
We Sell
iiisue an extra time card just for the
short time intervening.

It has just about gotten

SANTA

Ft

a modern

TO ISSUE

IffljlUE

..

-

''if

(sup'
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Him

Way-nok-

Wherever

Hlene-Yuen-

fashionables

congregate

on an afternoon or evening In the coming summer, our eyes are destined to
feast upon such enchanting millinery
aa that shown above. In this group
of four hats both France and America
are represented by models that vie
with one another. The topmost hat,
from Paris, Is mnde of a fabric having
blnek cellophane figures on a henna-colore- d

silk background.
Another
French hat approves this long draping at the side, as shown In the round
hat of navy blue crepe with bund of
pink crushed roses.
Nuvy lilue was
chosen, hnvlng black cellophane decoration, for Its handsome rival with
black lace veiling die eyes and Amerl-c- a
further distinguishes itself In the
sntin bat with cellophane
trimming and long lace veil that finishes the picture.
k

Indies.

MARRIAGE RECORDS

Josh Billings' Philosophy.
Mr. Hubert 0, Price and Miss Anna
Plspnloh Iz the gift or art ov doing I.ou Johnston, both of Canyon, Texa,
A thing rlcht quick.
To do a tlnng were married Saturday by Rev. I!.
rlulit ami to do It quick Iz an attrib- H. Freeman.
ute ov genius.
Hurry Iz often
No, sister, the Link who not ilio
for
hut thnre Iz Just nz much dif- jazz into music didn't put
it in after1
ference nz thare Iz lietween a hornet ail.
Hi just crowded the music out.
and n aunt when they are hoth ov
them on duty. A hornet never takes
News Classified Ads bring results.
any steps backwards, hut n runt ahvns
travels Just as tho he had forgot sum-thin-

Dispatch never undertakes a Job
without first marking out the course
to take, and then folliftvs It. right or
wrong, while hurry travels like a blind
RULER OF THE PEA.
boss, slopping hi and often, and spends
The I'.ritMi admiralty lias submitmost ov her time In running Into
ted to pariinient a comparative state- things, nnd the balance backing nut
ment of the strength of the navies' of again.
Dispatch
bnz dun nil the grate
the principal powers ut the present
time and it places the American navy things that hav been did In this world,
while hurry buz been at work at the
at the head of the list beyond any small
ones, nnd halnt got thru yet.
Nuvy
ion.
States
United
The
(pies'
Josh Billings.

battleships, compared
has thirty-sito twenty-twin the British navy and
fourteen for Japan.
If the battleships is the mainstay of the fleet there
can be no question of America's superiority. In cruisers the American
navy has fifteen to Britain's thirteen
and Japan's eight. Only in light cruisers has the British navy a superiority
to
over the American by fifty-on- e
fifteen and seventeen for Japan. But
this is made up in destroyers with "K-- l
American and 1N5 British. In submarines the American navy leads by
lO.'l to .)(! for Britain and only 2.1 fjr
Japan.
Tor the current year the British
navy estimates have been reduced iy
forty-fivmillion dollars from what
they were the year before and that
year they were actually cut in two

ENCHANTING

Mankind Slow to Reeognlt th Possibility of Quicker Movement by
Means of Wheeled Vehicles.

four-wheel-

These little pests still hold sway
on 5,000 to 6,000 acres of land in
the county. They are scattered over
the county in small towns of five to
ten acre tracts, and are doing much
more damage than if they were concentrated in one tract. On the range
they destroy all the grass within many
r.ods of their homes, and in the agricultural districts all vegetation within a radius of twenty to thirty yards;
of their town is destroyed.
The I'iological Survey is making!
every effort to eradicate all farm
pests, and practical demonstrations!
of prairie tlinr eradication were given
in several communities
'his week.
Poisoned grnn is being sold at cost,
through the county agent, and farnifj
can he cleared of (lie pests at u cost
of aproiiiiately 2o cents per acre.'
Every farmer whose land is so inhelp to
fected should get busy :i
dr've the pests out of Curry County.,
for it will mean a great saving in
crops and an added value to the land.
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Mexico,

again becomes the dividing point between the central and mountain timt.
zones.
All trains on the Plains division from Waynoka to Clovis and on
the Slaton division from Sweetwater
to Clovis and Canyon will be operst.
cd on central time after Mav 1st.
get result
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The Might-i- t Grade Macaroni,
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other Maciruni products.
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ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
In the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Mrs.
J. L. Huynes, deceased. No. 347.
Notice is hereby given that James
II. Sommorfrucht was appointed ud- miipstrator of the estate of Mrs. J.
L. Haynes, deceased, on the 13th day!
of April, 1921, by the Probate Court!
of Curry County, New Mexico, and
that he has duly qualified, and all per-- 1
sons having claims against the estate
of said decedent arc required to present the same within the time required by law.
Dated this l:!th day of April, 1921.
James H. Sommerfrucht,
Administrator.

m

Tn

order to close the Isaac Crawford estate llie undersigned, as adminis-

trator will sell the following at public auction at 2:00 o'clock p.

'

m.

Monday, April 25th
Side to lie lield on premises to lie Sold, located as follows; S Mocks west
of Temple's grocery store on Otero Avenue in Clovis, N. M.. same being lots 7
and 8 in Mock 12,'cst Clovis, and 11!iSoulh Kd wards Street,

-'

Five Room Weather Boarded Box
House, 2 Residence Lots, Furniture

1

This property consists of 2 oOxlK) font residence lots, well fenced, with
barb and net wire. Tho house is a five room box house, painted on outside
and papered inside. Has built-i- n china closet, electric lights and has porch in
front. Vines at porch, water is piped to wash room near back door. There are
:8 fruit and shade trees, G rose bushes, one lot broke for garden and some
garden planted. Wash room in back yard, cow lot, garage, coal house and
chicken house, lot for cow fenced with net wire.

v

FURNITURE AS FOLLOWS
1
1
1

1
;
.

AM'Jv"i:

1
1

Full Line of Repairs for alII
E-- B

o

All

Farm Implements

our Farm Implements

sold on Easy Terms

J. H. TRIMBLE & CO.
0

Old Planing Mill Building near City Power Plant

(vvvvv

2

nearly new I lousier llange Stove
Kitchen Cabinet.
Kitchen Stove.
Iron Bed Stead.
Pairs lied Sprngs.
Solid Cotton .Mattresses
(iood Dining Table.
Side Hoard.

Dresser.

1

1

St.M.d Table.

Chair.
Chairs.
Folding chairs.
Ilea ting Stove.
!o.-kit.i-

Mottoin

2
1

Some fruit jars, etc.

This is a good home and everyone interested in a home either for voiirself
or as a rent proposition should not fail to attend this salt!.
The year is up and this estate has all been closed, with the exception of the
sale of this property, and as there was plenty of money to pay all debts there
are none outstanding, so the heirs will furnish merchantable title to the prop- -

NOTICE THE EASY TERMS ON PROPERTY
TERMS Furniture, cash. On house and two lots f:i00 will be cash (same to
be placed in bank with contract until papers are fixed up) and balance to
be paid out at $20 per month at 8
interest. Notes to bo placed in escrow until deferred payments are paid out. Purchaser will be allowed
to pay any amount or all at any time ami stop interest, or a 5 discount
will be allowed on all over $:UX) paid down.

((((Ijj

J.D. Crawford, Administrator
Erie E. Forbes, Auctioneer.

fa
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FOR SALE Westenr Electric wash- er at a bargain. 200 S. Meriwther.

CLASSIFIED

:

ADS

FARM NOTES

Pair of glasses in case with
string on them. Finder leave at
reward.
News office and receive
Up
James Madison Hull.
LOST

-

s

S. Fred Cummings left Tuesday
:morning for Fort Sumner to assist in
A bunch of keys at carFOUND
membership drive in
a
RATE
nival grounds. Owner may have
County. The rest of the week he
U Per Ward Per Issue
them by calling at News office and will be In Torrance County.
lte
paying for this ad.
FOR SALE New seamless art square
The meetings of the Farm Bureau
WANTED Laundry work at 720
membership drive were well attended
only been used 4 weeks. $30.00 at
doz.,
West Grand. 40c and 50c per
200 South Merriwethcr.
by farmers and their families.
ironing 50c. Also plain sewing. Will
washdo
and
home
your
If the flour, is Sunlight, the bread come to
Moya Community Destroying Prairia
ing.
will be right.
Dogs.
boxed
FOR SALE New
On Tuesday, April 19th County
FOR SALE Good typewriter at
house, shingled, west front lot
Agent E. C. Hollinger and District (8)
bargain. Inquire at News Office tf
garage and outbuildings, West Riolou-ica- l
Survey Foreman Victor
DRESSMAKING 800 North
Clovis. 1800.00. Terms.
Van Geesen conducted demonstrading Street.
for Liebelt lots. Apply News of tions on killing prairi: dogs with
fice..
poison grain and with carbon bisulhouseFOR RENT Modern light
in the Moyc and Pumpkin Cen.
Mrs. Grant, BARGAIN
keeping apartment.
Ford Coupe, 1920 nudel, phide
districts.
ter
Up
bumper,
212 E. Belden
six tires, shock absorbers,
Demonstrations were conducted on
steering wheel lock and extra tubes,
price that will save you money. See
farms of E. A. Douglas, Mr. Field
the
note.
good
Will
take
all for 1600.
me at 113 W. Grand Avenue W. C. See Dr. Goodwin.
and A. B. Douglas. Eight were pres
Tate.
ent at the demonstrations and toured
FOR SALE or trade for Clovis res- the communities to ace the demonstra
FOR SALE Furniture of five room
idence property, 320 acred fine tions at each place and io ut every
house. Leaving city. 409 North
land in Estancia Valley shallow water farmer to line up with the community
Merriwether Street.
4 room house with hall and campaign for destroying the prairie
belt.
FOR SALE 1920 Ford Sedan with barn, orchard consisting of peaches, dogs. All t'rtc irmers in the two disextras, or will trade for good notes, apples, cherries and all kinds of tricts were signed up lo uesiroy the
windprairie dogs on their land. Mr. Van
L. M. Prino, Southwestern Drug Co. berries and grapes. 3 wells, 2
mills, lots oT shallow water, 4 miles Ci'cson is preparing the poison grain
Buick cat to county seat, Estancia, N. M.
FOR SALE
for this work and the Moye and
in goad condition. Would tuke good Address John W. Johnson, Box 97.
Pumnkin Center communities will
note. Dr. E. M. Chapman.
Clovis N. M., or J. M. Johnson, Box soon be rid of the prairie dog pest.
(8)
N. M.
The Farm Bureau of the Move und
l ight housekeeping 312. Estancia.
FOR RENT
rooms, also sleeping rooms. 120 North FOR SALE Three miles north ot Pumpkin Ccntr districts will Imve a
Wallace.
Clovis, one extra good registered meeting at Pumpkin Center Friday
Jersey bull, coming three years old. night, April 22nd. These communiFOR SALE Some hand painted pic- Cheap.
Terms if wanted. E. A. ties have been energetic in the memtures in oil and wut?r color. Mrs.
bership campaign.
av.
R. E. Bochelle, 100 S. Reneher. 24 4p
Much interest s being taken in the
telephones in these communiWANTED 2,000 pairs of shoes to THE PROMISING SPORT HAT rural
we believe we can justly preand
ties
W.
Hospital,
repair. Clovis Shoe
dict that this bureau local will put
Grand Avenue.
over the next rural telephone line in
FOR SALE OR TRADE FOR CAR
stalled in the county.
shack at 805
Lot and
North Merriwi'ther.
The Pleasantllill community bureau
has appointed a community to investiwithout
wife
Man
and
WANTED
gate the principles of the mutual hail
children, to work on farm. Charlie
insurance with the idea of adopting
Sorgen, gen. del., Clovis.
the mutual hail insurance in their
community if the report is
FOR SEWING, tatting, embroidering,
call phone 454 or see Mrs. H. A.
The Pleasant Hill community has
Corkern, 400 N. Connelly St.
also asked for assistance in cullina
FOR SALE Carpenter's tools and
the poultry flocks in their community
Practically new. 200
chest , 0.
to eliminate the unprofitable poultry.
South Merriwether.
The Bellview community has reFOR SALE Four burner oil stove in
quested
assistance in killing pra;r!e
N.
223
good condition. Inquire ut
Mr. Hull Is community chairdogs.
Prince Street, first house south of
A demonstraman of this project.
Baptist Hospital.
tion for prairie dog eradication is be
ing conducted with the farmers nt Mr.
WHITE WYANDOT'!' KS, Hatching
Hall's place today (Thursday.)
eggs and baby chicks. Write for
nrrts,
Ulaneo Poultry
catalogue.
4
The people of the Melrose
Box liiOO. El Paso. Texas
are boosting for the Farm
FOR RENT Bed rooms, modern
Bureau membership campaign as they
steam heat, clow in, gentlemen prewill be hdp-fu- l
Demurely youthful sport hats of this realize its
Mrs. W. II. Shumate, 420
ferred.
marketing
work.
in
to
their
them
ype
Uc worn by the ,ub;Jeu' t,eo"
W. Monroe, phone 22.1.
flanner and matron this summer. Sim.
Waging War on Rodenti.
IF YOU PROPOSE building we can1 p'icity nd clearness of line are tha
depends
The Curry County Farm Bureau
serve you well. Call and talk it principal fa'.urca; much
mate.. si used.
has decided to help the farmers of:
Construe on
their crops
Curvy County protect
Bldg.
25tfc
lion Co., Poom 20, Barry
TO CH0CSE SIMPLE CLOTHES! from the prairie dogs, ground squirCLOVIS HOME WANTED Havi
rels, sand rats und field mice.
1920 model Ford Sedan, in good Women Who Toil Seek Garments and
These destructive animals can bo
Footwear Within Means and
rnndition, to trade in on a Cbvis
poisoned ensily.by using specially pre
Mot Gaudy.
home. Write me at Tolar, N. M. II
pared poisoned grain. The bureau has
324-HS. Pouthit.
prepared n supply of this grain and
for tl'eir living
Those wiiti win-!packed it in one quart and four quart
Iv
Inilieli
must
ienatlvo
SALE Five room modern mni
FOR
packages and are selling it to the
op( iiitire, tin mutter how
dwelling, east front, close to High; flml
farmers of Curry County at cost of
I'lised In cnlisrmiliMII their fllliev
,u..,l
c i. i ,
You can purchase
lie. iiml Iti no part of It more iluin In materials in it.
barns. I.cicatcd at 900 North Pile. Hie lines
wear, says Vogue. this poison grain at the Will H. Patti-snv
down.
(iiiod terms, small payment
wIiiim' peor feel, III supported
Seed Comnany which is handling rS)
See Curren Agency.
on crookcil i''!:i. Iml'je over the tliln this poison without commission in orwalk, should
Mile mill waMile us
der to help the farmers get the beneIF YOU HAVE the money and need a
themselves what the timn hehlnd
is;
of it, If you have these rod- nt
good gun, see me. If you have a
ir. If fit
'hlnks of llielr liendlng nnlil
good gun and need same money, see iliev Imve on Iveil limits (for a won- pests on your farm they should be
me, Buy, sell or trade guns. Fred dor) of the strip of calf showing he- - destroyed before planting your crop.
Murphy."
If there are large areas of prairie
,
low their rhliiMilonsly short skirls. As
fur those w ho 'wen r nil evening slipper dogs in your community you should
HOG OWNERS I am buying and ut Mack satin for daytime street trot nnnlv to the county agent for a dem- shipping hogs and will buy heavy ling, probably no adiiionltlmi would onstintinn in vour community and
hog' as well as lighter weights. See have much effect upon tlietn; one ''an help to get all your neighbors to pol
atrociously bad form.
me at Rantey and W Ikinson's office only nv i;
sen all the prairie dogs on theis places
When they chouse a dress of a eon- or write T. W. Stricklin, Box 82,
so that the hind will not be
reinetnher
should
kind,
they
aplellons
clovis, N. m,
!;r?lfi how loin; they may have to wear It. 'ed.
TO TRADE for property in Clovis. and consider how well It will stand
the sort of work they have to do.
1G0 acres good farm land in EsMaterials that tear easily, that soil
soft
good
and
fence
tancia Val'ev.
Is. that catch
easily, that shed
water well at 18 feet. Can be put scraps of embroidery In the chair arms
97,
Box
irrigation.
Address
under
iind door liiiin'les, are not suitable.
Clovis, New Mexico.
Very brilliant colors do nm look businesslike, and, holding the eye as they
mile
farm,
FOR SALE320 acre
do. are things people notice ton often
miles
10
from railroad station,
and an grow Hied of. To have a taste
from Clovis, well improved, fine or- fur clothes nut of thp ordinary and to
chard, good barn. Good terms. Would hnvi to live the sort of life which detrade for land in another section. Ap- mands ordinary clothes Is a condition
In which many of us And ourselves.
ply at News office.
to comider and tolve the
Only a few- hours out of the 24 can w
printing problem (or our
modyour
to
clean
marvelous
NECESSARY
Into
the
blossom
AS
forth
IT IS
cuitomort, and each one
we
be
can
Ilul
suiiN
for.
pant
mattresses as it is your house in els our
we tolve givea ui juit io
much more experience to
'' your spring cleaning, sa send your terribly smart In plain clothes If we
apply to the next one.
mattress to the Favorite Mattress Co. really want to be, and considering that
This is what keeps ui
publishes
periodical
every
fashion
to be made new and sanitary. Work
busy this it why we are
ones fur smart plain occaplain
smart
beet equipped to do your
called for and delivered back to you sions, ns well as smart fine ones for
printing in tbe way it
on same day. Phone 347.
smart One occasions. It Is distinctly
should ba dona. Suppoie
lends us to
our
own
bad
taste
that
you aik ut to tubmit
STRAYED One black mare 4 years pounce determinedly upon the wrong
peeimeot and quota
old, weighs about llnO or 1200 lbs. ones for the wrong times.
prioa.
Two bay mares 4 and 7 years old, wt.
W Make a Specialty
about 1100 lbs., one is a shade lighter
Anyone can buy a map of Europs
el Printing FARM
than the other and is short and but it takes a prophet to trace the
STATIONERY
chunky built. They got out March boundary lines.
miles
3
10th. Notify Z. L. Young,
Ignorance covert a multitude et
west and one mile south of Hollenei
mm
sins that always find a fellow out.
on J. G. Griffith place.
De-Ba-
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The News is equipped to handle your printing of all kinds in an economical manner.
A battery of four job presses enables us to
handle your printing as it should be.
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Automatic Feeder

(ill-Is- .
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-
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I

Si

The News has the only automatically fed
This
job press in Eastern New Mexico.
makes it possible for us to handle long runs
You do not have to send your
profitably.
big order of Printing away to get service or
price.

0

It Is Qm
Daily

Task

Job Printing Department

The Clovis News
PHONE 98
()'2)
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PERSONAL MENTION
If

it is the best flour it is Sunlight.

C. V. Morrison of Amnrillo spent
Sunday in Clovis.

Strong on electric service
Tire and Butery Co.

Toylor
4tc.

Mm. R. M. Hull, who has been quite
nick, is improving.

When you think flour

Fride
flour.

for biscuits

Sunlight

plains

Am.''li

If the flour is Sunlight, the bread
Sunlight will be right.
was

F. W. Lamar, of Portales,
Clovia visitor Monday.

was a
1

Queensware and Glassware at

Every sack of Sunlight flour is
guaranteed.

Quality and price
can you beat it?

If the bread ii right, the flour is
Mrs. M. M. Craig of Texico was Sunlight.
shopping in Clovis this week.
J. G. Carruth, of Texico, wai a
A home pioduct for home people visitor at the News office Saturday.
Sunlight Flour.

For fire insurance see Doughton
Homer Smith will leave Tuesday Lan' Co.
for his old home in Hamburg, Ark.
Attorney J. M. Hervey of Roswell
If you have tried all the rest, try
If it is not Sunlight, it Is not the was in Clovis on business this week.
Sunlight, it's the best.
best.
Ranchvale Sinking Convention picSee our new line of pretty little
Miss Helen Johnson will leave for house dresses. Mrs. W, G. Broome,
tures are nt Thomas Studio.
points in Texus the last of the week. Milliner.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
For hemstitching and picoting see
Luther Lynn is seriously ill this week.
Mr. E. C. Grisamore is able to be
Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Dry Goods down town after an illness of several
your auto. store.
Let Cornell rcfiniBh
weeks.
This is a good time to have it
J. P. (iovhel was in Clovis from
done..
Barb Wire. Field Fence, and
Helen Sunday visiting with his
Netting.
Mrs. Mary Lyons and dnughtvr,
Miss Helen, visited in Amnrillo this
Shoe repairing neatly done at Cloweek.
vis Shoo Hospital, 4th door west of
They're stunning these new h.nisc Austin's
dresses of ins. Mrs. W. (!. Brnotne,
Mrs. Wilson H. Campbell, of Belen,
K. It. Hardwick returned the latter is visiting
Milliner.
her mother, Mrs Roy
part of Inst week from a business trip Simian, of Clovis.
J. S. IMunhett has recently com- to Denver.
pleted a new home in the ast pari
Better price Oldfield and Firestone
See the pictures of Ranchvale SiniT-ni- r tires before buying. Taylor Tire and
cf town.
Convention at the Thomas Stu- Battery Co.
.Mil.
in HltlllX
VIII 1U4U llll.tfc
dio. They aiv fine.
treat you while. I.imu & Sons Grain
Tom Morrison returned the first
Cx
W. A. Clarke, manager of the Con- of the week from Rochester, Minn.,
tinental Oil Co., is in Albuquerque where he has been taking treatment
W. .1. Matthews and Chester Wat-- :
this week, attending a convention of at the Mayo .Sanitarium.
liins, who live south of Texico. were
the Continental Co.
Clovis visitors Wednesday.
I treat all diseases and disorders of
and attend confinement
Saddles and harness repaired nt women
Mr. and Mrs. .1. C. Nelson and Mr.
nml Il I'a P M Riulwm itiiinirl Fvi Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand cases Dr. H. P. Gibson.
Avenue.
day from a motor trip to Kl Paso.
Mr?. J. R. Walton and daughter,
e
W. W. Ingram, who lives south of Winnifred, are visiting relatives at
FOUND Many
farmers have found our elevator an ideal Texico, W'as a Clovis visitor Wednes- Coffeyville and Parsons, Kansas.
place to market their grain. Get in day. Mr. Ingram says it is dry but
line with your friends. The Western that the farmers in his community
List your farm with us. We get
ltp
the buyers. Reagan Land Co.
Elevator Company. "Watch us Grow." are not discouraged.

WU

ty

I

Scarcity of help brings the
housewife face to face with
doing her own housework.
This is easily done at a great

J. S. Bobo and family of St. Vraiu
Sunlight Flour were Clovis visitors Wednesday,

. tfTTTtmi
H

saving of time and labor
with an

'

AECOWfi

A. L. Gurley waa here this week

from Wichita, Kansas.

-l

lit ULKHiJArW
I) l J ) fin

II. W. Honaker is spending a few
days in Pueblo, Colo.

think

Mm. Don Weatherford visited In
Amarillo the first of the week.

best

the

you want to be right, use

J. M. Love was here from
the first of the week.

W. 0. Oldham of Portales
Clovis visitor Tuesday.

--

The
Flour.

of
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Vacuum Cleaner
by
illtdm

Ten minutes' work with an ARCO
"WAND does more real cleaning
than an hour with duster, brooms
and cloths. Buying an ARCO
WAND is a wise and profitable
investment.
Easily put in old or new homes,
apartments, hospitals, factories,
hotels, etc., and will outlast the
building. Costs about a penny a
day to run. Sold on easy payments.

LiLii;

II'

Amwkn Rtdtaior Company)

JP
Hi
2rs Pi
1

I

pal

Let us tell you aoout the
Arco Wand and what the
coat will bsfor your building.

I

Hrco Vvb.kJ mar hint
tionptf.
en

run

m

(

.

JKFTSm

recr.

Nl'.-V-

(S)

wide-awak-

.

t

(D()

Automobilists,

Attention!

Delivering the goods is a fine art, especially in
the line of Automobile Repair Work, and is one that
is not overdone.'
The demand for honest work,
honest repairs and intelligent service is growing
more popular, and the man who has the ability, the
experience and the desire to work, is destined to be
a rather popular fellow in the automobile world.
Cheap repairs, are not the cheapest in the long
run, and will soon be discarded by the motorist. Inexperience and "cheap help" are both undesirables.
Our Service is backed by years of experience.
We specialize in Generator, Magneto, Starter

8

i!

!

p

Judge Reese of Portales attended
District Court here this week.
The bread will be pretty and white
if you use Sunlight.

Judge John T. McClure of Roswell
was In C'.ovis on legal business this
week.

FOR

SALK-fnderw-

Typewriter

ood

in good condition.

Call

at

Calhoun.

120 S.

Up

Okk & Buss have recently finished
redecorating the inside of their restaurant which greatly improves tho
ap; canince of their place.

Don't risk your property without
sufficient file insurance. Wo represent s.ime of the best companies.
Ilougl on Land Co.

C. W. Harrison returned Wednesday
from a business trip to Dallas.
Mr. Blackburn, of tho
firm of
Blackburn Bros, Clothing Co. of Am- Mrs. Harrison met him in Amarillo

arillo, was a business visitor to
vis Tuesday.

Clo-

Tuesday.

Insure your wheat crop early in
reliable old line companies. PrivL
Some diamonds are worthless, also
lege to cancel policy until May 1st
several grades of coal. The best coal
without premium charge. Curren
We repair all kinds of furniture at is the cheapest. We have it. Lane Agency.
Clovis Shoe Hospitnl, West Grand & Sons Grain Co.
Avenue.

Mi;-Thelina Reagnn, who is teach-Hu'Oil Company hasj
at Tovim, attended the
J. L. Nunn, business manager of the him ili new filling station on south
High School pluy in Clovis Tuesday
Amnrillo Daily News, wus a Chivla Main street well under way. It will
night.
2 visitor Thursday.
he completed within n short time.

Batteries, Oils. Gas and Truck Tires
I; We have a complete line of electrical parts for any

t

Steele, Burns Smith and W.
made a fishing trip to
Hereford this week.
M. D.

H. Doughton

c

ALSO ON

layiur nicest oaiieiy

The Suprise Store is a union store,
by union men
ltc

ltc operated

ti
l

T
T

I
If

The Western

i

The fastest and most efficent repair men We
Have Them.
If
We buy Tires in large quantities therefore can
serve Clovis and vicinity better than those who buy it
in small quantites.
Surely you wouldn't buy a tire untill you get
our prices!

make generator or starter

Bring us your grain.
Elevatcrs Co., Inc.

R. N. Downie of Mcliose was a
Judge Reed Holoman of Sant Fe
is here this week holding court for
Clovis visitor Thursday,
Judge Sam Bratton in a case in which
Made from choice Curry County tho latter is disqualified.
wheat Sunlight flour.
The best for lightbread Sunlight
John Younir of Portales waa a
flour.
1
visitor Wednesday.
It. H. Crook is in Kansas City this
The bicnd will be pretty Bnd white week buying furniture for the nrw
store he plans to open on South Main
St if you use Sunlight.
Street at Luikart's old location.
T. A. Quirk made a lius!ni's trip
XX
to Amarillo the first of the week.
Emerson, P. & 0. Canton, and
Cnse Listers. See us before buying.
If you have tried all the rest, try
Sunlight, it's tho best.

and Battery troubles.

TIMES DEMAND

If, you want to be right, use

I

Shorty Merrill, Electrical Repair Foreman ij

.

The Continental

Everything for the Auto and TracThe best bargains you've ever seen
in house dresses Mrs, W. G. Broome, tor. Service ANY place, ANY time.
Our prices arc right. Try us ElecMilliner.
tric Filling Station. Phone 04. 210tfc
Frank Burns plans to leav. the
Miss Mnurine Reagnn, Mrs. W. 0.
first of next week vfor a several
Stallings and Joe Stnllings motored
week's stay at Hot Springs, Ark,
to Amnrillo last Friday where they
For iale or trade. Good Curry are visiting friends.
County farms at real bargains. See
Far hemstitching and picoting lee
Up
us.' Reagan Land Co.
Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Dry Goods
Mrs. Milton Brown has as guests store.
this week, Mrd. Edwin Neer and little
C. E. Mauldin of Fort Sumner was
daughter, Marie, of Roswell.
in Clovia Saturday and Sunday. Mr.
We handle nothing but best Mait-lan- d Mauldin has purchased property in
lump coal. The best ia the Clovis and will likely move to this
Sons Grain Com- city.
cheapest. Lane
pany.
Curry County promises to have a
l,
wheat crop. Don't
Wm. A. Gillcnwatcr, A. W.
Judge Sam Bratton and C. A. allow a hail storm find you without
Our companies pay
Hatch attended District Court at hnil insurance.
promptly and liberally. Clovis AbFarwell this week.
stract and Insurance Co., successors
PIANO TUNING Satisfaction guar- to Baker Bros.
anteed or no money accepted. ElecJohn D. Brown is in Albuquerque
tric and automatic player repairing.
I tune pianos for $3,50. Satisfactory! this week attending a convention of
R. J. Harris, phone No. agents of the New York Life Insurreferences.
ance Co., for New Mexico.
232.
Hock-enhul-

record-breakin-

g

Insure against hail in the Continental, Aetna or Niagra three good
American companies. Curren Agency.

'

D. R. Shupe, of Cisco, Texas, was
a Clovis visitor this week. Mr. Shape
formerly lived here and was proprietor of the Clovis Steam Laundry.
Dr. T. E. P.esley of Roswell,
st
eye, ear, nose and throat, will
be in Clovis at tin Baptist Hospital

from the 4th to the 8th of each
'
month
Wm. Holdinghausen is in Clovia
this week after an extended trip to
points in the north. Mr. Holdinghausen has recently perfected a patent on a steam engine that promises
to be a great success.
'

PIANO TUNING
A piano is only as good as the care

care it receives. More pianos are
ruined through neglect than through
use. To secure the best and most efficient service, phone 478, or write
G. ,C. Faulkner, Clovia, ,N. M. With
the Baldwin Piano Company, Denver,
Colorado.
s
.
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House

After

Gomes

Cleaning
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Renovating

and

Replacing of

Furniture

Old

This store is prepared to supply your every want in

Furniture, Rugs, Carpets, Drapes, Linoleums
and other kindred requirements. The season's best products are on display now.

Furniture Prices this Season are Very Satisfactory
We anticipated the decline in furniture prices 'and reduced our stock to the minimum for the slump.
result, we offer you new stock at bottom prices.
TT1

oliinson Bros. Ir uraiture
LOCAL MENTION

:,

vw
jt ukui , umu ilv Mini-i" Kanchvalc
Rocky Mountain Fire Underwrit
on nice view
ers Association, is in ( lovis this week Studio.
me insurance on progeny

tin-

ut

mounts,

Thomas

ana uidlenaioii gto
TO REMODEL BUILDING

Prof. Hobo of Coleman, Texas,
Mrs Milton Brown entertained the
Woman's Guild Wednesday afternoon viaited his brother, J. S. Bobo, at St.
of this week in honor of her guest, Vrain during the past week.
Mrs, Edwin Necr, of Roswell .
C'y Morris of Melrose was a Clovis
Wednesday, Mr. Morris is a
Leave your order for pictures of visitor
of that place.
man
irrain
Singing Convention, fix?

J. M. Love is making plans to completely remodel his building on Main
Street which is occupied by the
American .1c to $5.00 Store. Mr.
Love is planning to extend the building back to the alley, and will cominto an
Far hemstitching and picoting sec pletely remodel the
Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Dry Good
office building.
store.
AIRPLANES USED IN
Barry Hardware Co has been
FOREST FIRE WATCH
awarded lb- - contract for runnnvr n
St. Paul. Minn., April 19. The exhifh nreaurc steam line from the
Santa Fe Shops to the Harvey House. periments of using airplanes for forinch est fire observation work was found
It will be a two and
line and will be run above the ground. successful, according to officials of
the state forestry office, who made
A number of the members of the flights over Ilacaspa park during the
Christian Church here will attend a past few days to account for numernice ting of the New Mex:co nnd West ous small blazes reported near there.
Texas Convention of the Christian
"Hundreds of acres of standing
Church which will he held nt Ros- - timber will be saved as a direct rewell next week. The convention will sult of speed and efficiency of the
be invited to come to Clovis next planes for scouting purposes," state
year.
foresters snid.

on such account; that the principal
NOTICE OF SALE OF REAL
was
ESTATE UNDER EXECUTION amount of said judgment
$1,2K(.20, nnd that the costs of the
Notice is hereby given that the un- Court were $l2.9.r; that the amount
dersigned, us sheriff of Curry County, of the said judgment with interest to
i'cw Mexico, by virtue of an execu- date of sale is $1.:1K2.M0.
Notice is further given" that the
tion issued out of the District Court
of Curry County, New Mexico, on the undersigned, as sheriff, as aforesaid
ISth day of April, 1921 , upon judge- by virtue of said execution, on the
ment rendered therein, in favor of 17th day of May. 1921, at the hour of
plaintiff nnd against defendant in an two o'clock in the afternoon, at t!ie
action in snid court wherein Y.O. Hill south door of the Court House, in the
was plaintiff and .1. Frank N'eel was de- - City of Clovis, in snid county and
fendent, (lid on the 20th day of April, stale, will expose anil offer said real
1921, levy upon the fallowing de- estate for sale at public sale to th
scribed real estate, of which said judg- highest bidder for cash in hand, to
ment debtor, J. Frai l. 'eel is the satisfy said judgment and interest
owner, situate in Curry County, New and costs and expense of sale.
Mexico,
lots 2 and 'i in block
This the 20lh day of April, 1921.
S. D. DEAN,
2 in the Carlin Subdivision to the
Sheriff.
Town of Clovis, sometimes otherwise
described as the Carlin addition to the
MEN
Town of Clovis.
Notice is further given that said
The Curry County Chapter of the
action was numbered 1473 on the
American ltccl Cross wants to see you
Civil Docket of said Court; and that
if you are in need of hospital care,
said action was for the recovery of
vocational training or compensation
money had and rccived from said
from the government. Office hours,
plaintiff to said defendant, and that
monday anu rnuuy ui men it
the judgment therein rendered wa.
offj(.c

E. E. Hull, publisher of the Journal, and Edward I.. Manson. publishreturned Sumluy er of the News, returned Sunday
('. L. Sullivim
from Hosipic County, Texas. Mr. from Amarillo, where they attended
Sullivan has recently traded his ranch the Panhandle I'ress Association.
th'-rfor u huge fur in neaiSugarland,
A fence on fire at the rear of ElTeXUS,
mer Howell's home on North Mitchell
Mm. 0. C. Spelter and children re- caused the fire deportment to make
turned last week from Tcmcka, Kans., a run Monday morning. The fire was
where they were called on uccount of extinguished before any damage was
the serious illness of Mis. Spelter's done.
father.
Lieutenant Governor and Mrs.
returned the first of the
Duckworth
Mrs.
Mr.
and
K. M. Hall and
went to Amarillo week from Santa Fo where Mr.
M. L. Sawyer
acting as govlast Friday where they attended the Duckworth has been
ernor during the absence of Governor
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Reiff of Newfuneral of Mr. Hall's sister-in-laThere are, 61,987 kinds of fools.
Mechem.
Sawyer.
R.
A.
Kansas, are here visiting at the But there's no fool likt the educated
ton,
Mrs.
home of Mrs. Reiff's parents, Mr. and fool.
Mrs. A. B. Austin. Mr. Reiff Is with
the Railways lee Co. at Newton and
is here checking in his brother, Irvln
Reiff, who will be manager of the
ice plant at this place.
Com to th. far away tropic, to
The Chamber of Commerce is doof th. South
the glistening
Her Graduation the miledwell
where
ing a great work for Clovis. Every
to land, of exotic beauty,
citizen should be a member and cona people apart, fugitive from all the
stone that simply must be
tribute toward its support.
land, of the earth.

litre.

one-ha-

As a

lf

t:

l

j!

I OH! HOW SHE CAN DANCE!
S.,

Here U the port of the muling
where hide the rebellion., the outcaat,
the heathen.

THERE'S
MANY A

SMILE
AND HEARTY
LAUGH
IN IT.

marked with a picture.

and

We have some special styles
for school pictures.

s,

PRODUCTION
THAT WILL
DELIGHT
YOU

Radiant among the strange rabble
of beachcombers, rogues and deserters, of blackbirdrrs, cannibals,
is Mary, "The Idol Dancer,"
bcatitious child of the sun, plaything of the seas.

Phone No. 72 for Numbing
Electrical Repairing.

A beauteous hoyden is Mary, tender, carei.ful, loving or hating like
the dove or the hawk. Despising the
mission girls, capering, dancing, wildly dancing, flashing eyes flaunting the
men who would woo her, until out of
the sea HE comes, sot, laggard, insensate, with sin's Virulent grip on
hi. virulent manhood.

Strange is the tale of their wooing.
Swift, primal clashes of wills, hatred,
jealousy, unconscious desire flaming
into love of the purest when death
wou'd reach for her beauty.

Rev. W. W. Erander, rector of the
Episcopal church, spent Sunday in
Fort Sumner where he conducted
services.
Mr. and Mm. S. II. Moss, of Melrose, spent Friday in Clovis, leaving
Saturday morning for a six weeks
trip to Fort Worth, Waco and other
Texas points.

The Clovis Steam Laundry has
completed its big well and now they
will get water from their own pumping plant.
Willard battery is standard gladly
up to any guarantee of any
battery. Taylor Tire and Battery
lives
Co.

D.W.GRIFFITH'S

Mrs. K. S. Bruning of Los Angeles,
Calif., is visiting her son, M. S.
Bruning, who has the contract for
the city well.

MASTERFUL PRODUCTION

We have the agency for som: f the
most substantia), old lim. fire insur
Doughton Lnnd
csmpanies.
ance
C
Company.

with Clarine Seymour and
Richard Barthelmess

The Idol Dancer'

1

your buildings insured In
strong old line companies; we nave
that kind; It casta no more. Clovis
Abstract and Insurance Co., succes
sors to Baker Bros.
Keep

II A. Smith, who hai been employ
ed with Clovis Abstract and Jnsu-anCo., left the first of the week lor
Hamburg, Ark.

I am selling Rawleigh's gaod
flavoring cheaper than you can buy
other brands wholesale. Come in and
see me at 113 W Grand Ave. W. C.
414
Tate.

Saturday Night

The members of the Church of God
on their
om nroMlnir
I
'"
" n narsonaiie
north-cathe
in
church
lots near their
part of town.

rt

Amarillo Daily News and the Clovis
for $7.20 a year.

News

i

ism.

1

8

ROBINSON

S)1
"The Photographer in Your Town"

119 E.

Munroc

Phone 145

THE CL0VI3
promptly at three o'clock
by
the
president, the general devotional ex- -'
crcises carried out and (food reports
from nil committees were read. About
fifty culls to tick and strangers were
reported. All members are urged to
visit the sick and strangers and report
those in need of food or clothing to
the superintendent of supplies.
Open discussions of other small
matters and the general progress of
the society followed.
A motion made and carried that
we send an invitation to the ladies of
the Tcxico church to spend the day
with us at our next social meeting
to he held at the home of Mrs. D. M.
Hockenhull, the lust Thursday
in
April.
meet
to
The house adjourned
Thursday, April 20th with Mrs. Sam
Bratton at mission study.

StickingType

SINGING

b one thing and

Artittieatty Designed
We

pecialize in
the kind that will
make your letterheads, nation'
cry and advertising matter a
credit to your business. Q See
us the next time you need
something in the printing line.
another.

the latter

The Clovis News
CHURCHES

GREATEST IN THE U. S.

1

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
reguliu
All regular services at
hours.
The Itestorution movement (known
ns the I Imstian ( hun-hdoes not
claim to be all the church, neither is it
laiiiieil that all Christians are inrltiil-- !
in its number, but it dues claim to
be u part of the true church of Christ
mi) claims for its mission the preach- ing of the restoration message, the
to the church as it was on
A. 1). :!4. the dale of the
'lunch's establishment.
('has. 1). Poston. Minister.
MISSIONARY NOTES
The Woman's Home Miioiiury Society of the Methodist church met in
regular business session at the home
f Mrs. Spade, Thursdtiy. Apri1 Mill.
At one o'clock a number of ladies
ralhered to do some sewing and good
rvsults were accomplished
The ll i;ise W.l- - f illed t'i Older

secre-retar-

y

Signed,

Jno. F. Taylor.
Jeff 1). Welch.
Miss I.ula Mitchell.

Montague Light Opera Singers

SPECTACULAR MUSIC

IN

Mme. Selavanova

ALL STRINC SUPERB

ON RUSSIA

Hon. John Temple Graves

Dr. Frank Dixon

ONE OF AMERICA'S GREATEST ORATORS

NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Ng Poon Chew

Clarrisa Harrold

CHINESE

NEWSPAPER

READER

MAN

Henry Adrian

MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC

STORY OF LUTHER BURBANK

Chas.H. Plattenburg

Knofleckova and Company

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

GREAT VIOLINIST

7
REDPATH-HORNE-

Young People's

Department
By Nornh

hps?

I

The Wells Company

Josephine

Harrison

--

--DA- YS
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CHAUTAUQUA

R

used to weur u rich flowing cape
or robe over his urmor to show that
he was u inun of wealth and could
pay ransom if his life was spared.
But when
come into
use, the armored knight and unpro- soldier were placed in the
same position, us a bullet could kill
one of them. Therefore,
urmor was abandoned.
The battle chaiirers of which we
read were great cart horses. When
armor was ubundoned, then of course,
lighetr and swifter horses were used,
more
move
so the cavalry could
quickly, and foot soldiers could march
faster and farther.

SPRING RECITAL

'

McGEE WELL IS SHOT
OUTCOME IS DOUBTFUL.

Tllt' recital given by
the Nevin
Harmony Club and Treble Cleff Club
Conflicting reports have been re''"Methodist Church im last ceived regarding the outcome of the
Thursday evening was one of unusu-tecte- McGee No.
well in Quay County,
"I interest and pleasure. The opening which was shot last Sunduy evening.
fhorus of ubout forty voices,
One report slated that oil spouted
"f members from euch club, over the derrick and had settled the
joined in singing the beautiful song, dust for some distance around the
"Oh Fuir New Mexico"
The audi- - rig, while another has it that the
encc was ery large and appreciative, only oil in evidence was that which
and the program, though lengthy, held was used to lubricate the machinery.
it with intense interest from bogin-iinSoon lifter the shot the hole had
to end. The high cluss music bridged over, and those interested
rendered would be a credit to pupils are anxiously awaiting the drilling
of much grenter ngc und experience, out of the hole.
It would be impossible to mention separately the vurious numbers hut euch
A girl with a new engagement ring
was enthusiastically received and genseldom appears to be ashamed of her
erously applauded. Although lengthy,
hands.
the program, varied as it was, proved
anything but tiresome. It would be
It's no trouble at all t i vindicate
difficult to find a more beautiful ag- yourself when you can convince other
grognlion of girls than those who purpeople that you are vindicated.
ticiputcu in I he two drills, "When
Young,"
Grandma was
and "Little
Maids from Japan." The first dress-ken- t
rd in Colonial costume and with pow.
dered hair and sparkling eyes made
We Sell
a picture long to be remembered but
could not surpass in dainty beauty
SKINNER'S
and coquetry the charming little Jap
mauls.
The class spirit manifested
The Highest Grade Macaroni,
by tlx interest and enthusiasm of 4
Spaghetti, F.rr Noodles,
and
each member tended to make the,.),
other Macaroni products.
veiling one of unbounded success
t'r in the opening Grieg number, "To
Spring," played ny Kufh "roit, lo the
Temple's Grocery
closing one, "Tales of Hoffman, Bar- can'olle, by .Mary t hilders.
-

1

d

com-eilh-

thcp,l

Answers to last week's riddles.
1. Tom's uncle's sister was Tom's
mother.
2. If u man suys he hits no broth-- !
ers und sisters, his father would have
only one son himself. Thus, if what
he says is put in simple language, it
is, "That man's father is myself."
This means that the picture ut which
he is looking is that of his own son.
,". To begin with, one piece of
string was 12 inches long und the
other 24 inches long. After cut- ting 6 inches off each piece, the!
shorter niece was 0 inches long and
the longer piece was 18 inches long.
New riddles answered next week.
1
Did George walk around the

monkey?
George was trying to tease the
on
seated
wus
monkey which
.
Put, although
top of a
ENJOYED PICNIC
he walked all around the organ, the
to face
Sunday was very pleasantly spent monkev always turned so as
the buy the whole time. When the
by many people from Clovis who
organ,
tended the singing convention at boy has walked around' the
monkey?
Itnnrhvale. Many of the young people has he walked around the
had little picnic parties of their own,
What did the cork cost'.'
at the same time taking in the
A bottle and a cork cost 5 cents.
vent ion. Among these was one
the bottle cost 4 cents more than
posed of M ss Thelma Wilkinson, (ior- the cork, what did the cork cost?
M is: Grace Wicks, Wenil in Wicks,
dell Foreman, Miss Ruth Hough,
:i. How much are eggs?
Croft, Miss Kdna Sanders, Solon
Nellie
"What arc eggs a dozen
Foreman, Miss Minnie Schultx and asked.
Air. Oliver Buster. Dinner was spread
"Two more for 21 cents," replied
hhI r some trees about a mile east of
2
the grocer, "would make them
he .''ehuol house, the dinner consisting
cents per dozen less."
f a variety of sandwiches, fruit sal"Then I w.ll take !M cuts worth"
ad, deviled eggs, pickles, chocolate said Nellie.
pies, vai'cty of cake and pineapple
Kow many did hc buy?
cream.
4. How f.isl was the horse walking?
News Classified Ads bring results.
was walking along a country roinl
steadily at the rate of four miles an
saw a horse and cart going
hour.
in the same direction and when 1 saw
them they were exactly 'J'ili yards
ahead of me. I overtook them in 1.0
minutes. At what rate was the
horse walking?

Ya

LIGHT OPERA PROGRAM

Philharmonic Orchestra

barrel-organ-

nt-o- d

n

Mu-si- n

j

The Duck.
Last week I promised to tell why a
duck never gets wet. There are many

reasons.

J

g

first, all feathers on u duck s body
"re thick und smoothe. The feathers
being so thick, the water does not
come in contact witn tile air under- This is one of;
heath the feathers.
the reasons why the duck's skin is
dry and warm.
However, this alone would not be
sufficient to keep the duck from get- ting wet. There is nn opening on
gland on the back of the duck near
the ln,, H is there for the purpos:
of making oil or grease, and it make",
thi? oil to smear over its feathers to
and
smooth
make them extremely
slippery, just as oil is used to lubricate a bicycle.
Thus the water is kept from wet-itjnK ibe feathers, and the sl.'in and
f,.tltlu-i-both are kept drv.
Lots of men will open a $.1il pot
It in int
inir to
ducks
on a pair of jacks and kick in an awswimming on a pond.
ful rumpus the next morning if their
wives want to open a $1 hank account
NO SPORT IN HUNTING
SEAL
for the habv.
i

f

Gathering

o'

the Helpless Creatures
Simply Evolves Itself Into a
Merciless Slaugh'jer.
In

Hunting the seal from tin- Icy,
rpt must of Newfoundland

When writini' a litter in hopes tlmt
give it to
there will he no reply,
our husband to mail.

jut

-

storm-s-

Some people are seldom satisfied
with this world until they reach the
next and wish liny were back agai".

not sMirt ; It Is loll, whereby In
ev t'oiinillnniler wins Ills
purl the
scanty incisure of Invtid, i,vs Spurn
Moments. Tin- hunt is n dull and hid1
eous slaucliter, s. mryiiur pack and
the swinging and thrust of nu Iron-hogaff, a inireliess ruining of
blows, with n silent waste of leo all
splashed with red nt the end of If.
There Is no sport In this, nor Is thorn
any fear of hurt, for the seal pleads
Why do not soldiers wenr armor and whines ll':e u child, even while
when they go lo war?
the jratT W falllne: but the eblisn Is
is that interesting beset with iiiiiltltudlhoiis und unfore-shadoweNow-- ,
boys,
perils. The wind gathers
enough?
Soldiers do not wear armor in the Ice Into lines and Jiiins It up
HL"!lnst the const, an Innneasuralile,
these days because they can fight
Jugged expanse of It Interspersed with
,
better without it. Kven if they wort-it- plains; then the Newfoundlander
the armor would not protect them takes bis food and bis goggles, and
now as it did those men who long ago sets out from his little harbor, nturt-In- g
went forth to war clad all over in
at midnight Unit he limy come up
armor,
Because now, bulhits can with the puck nt dawn.' Hut the wind
pierce armor us easily as a stone which sweeps the Ice In Inevitably
Men wore sweeps It out again without warning
goes through a window.
t
hour, or n day or a week ; nor
armor long ago because guns had In nn
I
does It pause lo consider the situation
VLJTt.
fought
They
invented.
buen
not then
of the men who are '.'ft miles off shorn,
with swords and spears, arrows and It veers anil freshens and
drives Urn
battle-axeAgainst these, good armor whole mass, grinding and heaving, far
alit
was
would protect a man, for
out to sea, where I: disperse It Into
most impossible to kill an armored Its separate fragments.
knight in battle. He wore a steel
The lives of the hunters depend uphelmet and steel coat; bis legs and on the watchfulness of the nlteiiunted
feet also were encased in steel. The line of lookouts, from the women on
front part of his helmet could be the headliinil lo the first sentinel with"The Idol Dancer," the production heat between a Puritaii youlh
await- - i mined but. on going into battle he in signaling distance.
iii iimn anu mr i w w Im. ' 1 lague s toll and the
winon ncai iy cusi i'.
lowered it and was completely pro- ?iis company their lives, is u masterful nii.gmlicently
Riding the waves is becoming popu-lu- r
g
reckless
u,(.u,,i
jf by any chance he did
love,
.blending of
drama and comedy young beachcomber.
in this country, especially if it is
I
limit this vl'nf HH H WHS (Mllll'll ttll'I'ft
il
.as only Griffith knows how to blend
Then the Hlackbirder, exploiter of
of crime.
a
wave
having
an arrow
,iunger 0f his
WHS
then), with a mysterious dancing nat.ve labor, finds her shrine
'
and
H
pwir tnmt into his eye.
lieauty, who is the quest of white men breaks the fetters of longing for the
Yes, murriuge will ulwuys be a cerThc common soldiers did not have
derelicts in the South Seas, as the Puritan and
as long as wc have people with
tainty
awakens the gin-sdcre. J complete armor like "a knight, and
heroine, will be presented at the Lyunlimited courage.
Met lo manhood,
A
production
of many of them were killed. What a
ceum Theatre Saturday night.
'
t,,ut
ho
h'Hn'd
was
kni,fht most
miM
When a girl accepts a fellow it is
beautiful South Sea setting master touches, abundant in comedy be stunned by ablow on the head
In
an indication that she approves of the
to
contrast
the
love
Island
Be
fervor.
Oriffitl), the genius, unfolds a drai from
and be taken pns-sur- e
a battlc-a- x
and see this master production at otu.r, If tlmt happened he might be grade of candy he takes around.
matic love conflict fanned by a mysterious dancing beauty to a blaJng tin- Lyceum baturday night.
killed after he had fallen. So he
Charity is religion with its coat off.

3h

BY COHAN

N. Y. SUCCESS

Grenadier's Singing Band

s

METHODIST CHURCH
Sunday, April 21, 11)21.
Sunday school, i):,."i a. m. We will
expect you there on time. Follow the
crowd big, little, old and young arc
coming. Classes for all.
I'reuehing morning and evening by
the pastor, 1 :U0 a. m, und 7 :,'!() p.
Sermons to the point und of
in.
vital interest. Good singing and good
fellowship. Come hear the Word. No
Scrturc.
Senior League, ti :.'!() p. in. A good
Anis being prepared.
program
nouncement of the coming social will
be made.
A hearse is a poor vehicle in which
to go to church. Better go while you
are alive, und attend a live church.
The friendly church.
K. n. Freeman, I'astnr.
colors.

Broadway Jones

Vierra's Hawaiians

NEWS

The Curry Singing Convention met
17, for the first
regular meeting of the yeur.
The forenoon was spent in singing
of different class songs and special
songs by leaders. Dinner was spread
at l?'.'i0 and everyone expressed that
as the best hour of all. A short program was rendered in the afternoon,
including duets, male quartets, and
songs led by various leaders.
Prof. Bobo from Communchc, Texas, was with us und did some fine
singing. He is representing the Progressive Music Co., of Communchc.
We are glad to have him with us, and
extend a cordial welcome to one and
all to come to Curry County if you
want to Ileal' some good singing.
Nominating and program cgmmit-leemet and elected Prof. Oscar Williams, chairman; and Prof. ('. 11. Conway. Secretary. The following were
nominated and elected for the ensuing year: Prof. Jno. F. Taylor, President; Prof. J. D. Welch, vice president; Miss I.ula Mitchell, Secretary;
advisory committee, Charlie White,
.1. A. Conway and H. W. Jennings.
The committee also recommends
that the advisory committee act as
committee to draft constitution and
s
for this convention and report
at next regular meeting of convenion.
The convntion adjourned at 4:110
to meet again at Hollene on the third
Sunday in June.
Anyone wishing a convention badge
may get one by notifying the
at Havener, N. M. If you are
a singer, gel a badge and show your

THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1921.

The Greatest Program

at Ranchvalc April
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Grady High School
Saturday Evening, April 23rd.
Proceeds to be used for purchasing equipment
for the Grady community and school baseball teams.

H
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Everybody
Invited
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1tIE CLOVIS NEWS,
ONE FOOT ON THE GROUND

HOLLANDERS

3 THE
KITCHEN

Enthusiasm ii fine. So it idealism.
60 is fuith. So is
So is optimism.
So are a lot of other things.
vision.
But always keep one foot on the
ground. Too many of us are given
to flying to extremes. We lack ballast. We often let our dreams run
away with us. We lose all sense of
When
perspective and proportion.
things are going well with us we
conclude that they will always continue to do so, and we accordingly
neglect to provide sefeguards against
a reversal of fortune. The business
concerns which are in the direst
traits today are those that overshot
jje mark most during the boom. They
Vftiled to look ahead. They reconcd
A
Upon prosperity lasting forever.
good many of us do the same thing.
After all, plain, ordinary gumption
is t!e greatest asset in the world.
Gumption embraces
judgment, stability, power to hold on
rational but not blind optimism, reas
onable but not unreasonable, self re
liance, alertness to the value of look
ing before you leap and of counting
the cost before you run up a hill. Let
us philosophise; yes. But let us not
forget that before we philosophise
fruitfully, we must buckle down to
the workaday task of earning a living,
Forbes Magazine.

"Whin a man will truat his
name, his honor and
and will not truat her
purae, It la eaay to are on
puta th hlKheat value."

JUST
Even

lovera

wlf. with
hli chll-dr- n
with hli
which ha

GOOD THINGS.

EVERY-DA-

a family of gingerbread
there Is always a leftover
problem. Try the
following to save,
In

the last few
pieces :
Gingerbread

Custard. Scald a
pint of milk, beat
the yolks of two
eggs and add one- fourth of a cop of sugar. Add the
scalded milk gradually to the sugar
and egg, and pour this over one cupful of gingerbread crumbs which have
been placed In a baking dish. Place
In a pan of hot water and bake In a
moderate over for thirty minutes.
Cover with a meringue made from the
egg whites, and brown in the oven.
Prune Cornstarch Pudding. Wash
and souk over night
pound of
prunes. Boll these In the same water
until soft; remove the stones and rnt
the prunes Into quarters
Add one
cupful of sugar, one and
oupfuls of boiling water, and n few
drops of oil of lemon; simmer rive

-

$."(H),-00-

0

Real Service!
We are now feeding more
people than at any, time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There ii a
reason for this. We are giving
patrons the very best j,os- sible service and plenty of good
things to eat.

Ziour

OPEN ALL NIGHT
We have adopted " new policy of keeping our

restaurant

Tress.
j

LIVED

minutes, tlien add one-thirof a cupful of cornstarch mixed with
of a cup of cold water and boll

twenty minutes; stir In
ful of nutuieats.
Serve

cold with
plain or whipped cream. This may be
varied by Using other flavoring.
Savory Potatoes.
Arrange nine
medium sized potatoes in n shallow
bilking dish, add
cupful of
water, six tahlexpiionruls of olive oil,
two onions minced, one tablespoon fid
of powdered sage, one teiispooiifiil of
salt, mill n few dashes of ncimcr. Rnkn
about an hour until the potatoes are
soft and brown.
Cheese Balls. Heat the whites of
three clcs dry. Mix together one nnd
one half eupfuls of grated cheese, one.
fourth of a tenspoonful each of salt
Btid papr'ka and fold In the ogu
whites.
Shujie the mixture Into bulls
thi size of a hickory nut. Hull fnin
In sifted cracker crumbs and fry In
deep fat to a dellcnte nrnber shade.
The halls will be done almost as soon
as they rise to the top of the fat.
Drain on soft paper. Berve with
stewed fruit, plain celery or a preen
vegetable salad.
If a dry cheese Is
used less than the quantity given will
be needed.

'
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Missouri Lady Suffered

Tried

Cardui.

Dr. R. C. A. Taylor
VETERINARIAN
thii

GENERAL PRACTICE
Phone

Beckley,

102

Disc Rolling

Lathe Work
Until She

General Blacksmithing

Cot Along

Fine, Became Normal

Cylinders

and Healthy.

Satisfaction

Re-Bore- d

Guaranteed

"My back wsi to
could hardly stand up, and I

Bprtngfleld

Mo.

weak 1
pains and
would have bearing-dowwas not well at any time," says Mrs.
D. V. Williams, wife of a
fanner on Route 6, this place. "I
kept getting headaches and having to
go to bed," continues Mrs. WlilUmi
describing the troubles front which
he obtained relief through the use of
Cardui. "My husband, having beard
of Cardui, proposed getting It for me.
"1 saw after taking some Cardui
i
The result
. . . that I was Improving.
waa surprising. I felt like a different
'
person.
"Later ! suffered from weakness
and wenk back, and felt all
I did not rest well at night, I was so
nervous and cross. My husband said
be would get me some Cardui, which
My
he did. It strengthened me
doctor said I got along fine. I was In
I cannot
good healthy condition.
cay too much for It"
Thousands of women have suffered
as Mrs. Williams describes, until they
found relief from the use of Cardui.
Since It has helped so many, you
should not hesitate to try Cardui If

...

troubled with womanly ailments.
E.SI
For aale everywhere.

All persons are notified that the
undersigned was appointed as administrator of the estate of Jesse F,
Lee,
deceased, by the Probate
Court of Curry County, New Mex
ico, on the 9th day of February,
1921, and Ul claims must be legal
ly presented for payment within one
year, or same will be forever barred
T. Lawson,
Administrator.

Kentucky Iron Works

wl,

Milk and Meat Prtvtnt Psllagra.
The most recent researches Into pellagra. Just published In the form of
report from the United States public health service, make It clear that
deficiency of milk and fresh meat In
the diet Is the principal cause of the
disease.
Dr. Joseph Goldberger, to whom the
world owes most of Its knowledge of
pellagra, urges that more cows be Introduced Into those regions of our
Southern states In which pellagra Is
most prevalent, and that
fresh ment markets he estab-

We wilt slva One Hundred tintlara f"
any caee of Catarrhal licafneaa that cane '
CD
be cured by Hall e t'aoeri, VMiclne.
eulari free. All .Pnirui.'. '
....... A
F. I. CHENEY

His Views.
"She's sweet and simple."
"Sounds good. Still, I don't think I
care to marry a simple girl." Lou

Burton & Boydstun, Props.
313 West Otero
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
local applications, aa they cannot roach
the dlieurd portion ot the ear. Thrr ii
only one way to our catarrhal arafntat.
and that la by a conatltutlonal rvmeuy.
Oaiarrhal Deafneea la cauet'd by . an Inflamed comlltlon of the mucoua lining ef
the Kuitachlan Tube. Vi tu n ihla tube Ii
Inflamt'd you have a rumbling aound or
hearing, anil whon It la entirely
cloei-dDenfneM ta the reault.
I'nleta
Inflninmailon can be reduced and thta lu1
reTeu to lie normal condition, hear.."

tijr

m
be destroyed
Many ceei-forever.
deafneaa are cnuirri by caturrh, which
i
an Inflamed condition tf the murnua
Haifa fatarrh Medicine acta th:
.he blood on the mucoua
of

Tills

In the District Court, Curry County, New Mexico.
To the defendant, Aron Holder:
Ella Hunter, plaintiff, vs. Aron
Holder, defendant. No. 1730.
You are hereby notified that a suit
in attachment hus been commenced
against you in the District Court
aforesaid by the plaintiff to reover
Judgment on two certain promissory
nots aggregating $1,800 with Interest
thereon and 10 for attorney's foes,
and that your property hus been attached and that unless you be and appear before this court on or before
the 29th day of May, 1921, and plead,
herein, judgment will be rendered
against you by defuult and your prop
erty so attached will be sold to satisfy the same and the costs of suit,
as prayed in the complaint herein;
that Patton & Hatch and Walter W.
Mayes, whose residence and business
address is Clovis, New Mexico, are
the attorneys for plaintiff.
Witness my hand as clerk of said
Court and the seal thereof, at Clovis,
New Mexico, this March 29th, 1921.
DANIKL BOONE,
(SEAL)
Clerk
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advantage.
I Vow Service
The fact thut a fellow is married is
Man is a
animal who not proof conclusive that he is the
Wi'oVW.ViV.V.V.VAWJWfe
tries to work all the other animals head of n family.
for a living.
If automobile thieves flourish nuicj
Some men put their best fool forOptimists and pessimists pull best ward before marriage and into it af- longer they will soon have to buRiti
stealing the same cars over ngnin.
terwards.
together when they are far apart.
d
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SALE WILL BE HELD AT THE TOM ROSS BARN,
CLOVIS, N. M.

Wednesday, April 27th
SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 1:00 O'CLOCK

25

DEAD

BULLS-5- 0

--

25 COWS

THERE WILL BE SOME OF THE BEST CATTLE SOLD
AT THIS SALE THAT HAVE EVER BEEN OFFERED IN
CURRY COUNTY.
BULLS RANGE FORM 12 TO 24 MONTHS OLD. AN UNEQUALLED OFFERING OF BREDING FEMALES.
THESE CATTLE ARE ALL "TOP NOTCHERS"
OVERLOOK THIS CHANCE.

DON'T

START YOUR HERD, WHILE PRICES ARE RIGHT
AND YOU CAN BUY THEM AT HOME WITHOUT EXTRA

EXPENSE.
DON 'T NEGLECT YOUR HERD FOR WANT OF A GOOD

WE HAVE THE GOODS AND THEY WILL
.
THROUGH THE RING WITHOUT RESERVE OR

BULL.

GO

BY-BID-

til

M

8 High Class Registered Yearling Bulls
included in this sale that are not
listed in Catalogue
CATALOGUES ARE NOW

FOR THEM

READY-CA- LL

AT THE SALE BARN.

TERMS OF SALE
SIX MONTHS TIME,
2

10

INTEREST FROM DATE, OR

DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

For further information see J.

B. YEAKLEY

CLAUDE RAYBOURNE

lished.

i

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

illsi every

Sugar Cane.
Sugar cane requires an abundance
of sunshine and water and a deep, fertile soil. In planting the stalks urn
laid lengthwise In furrows, ttnil each
joint semis up n shoot, which later
produces sinkers. When ready fur
harvesting a Held of sugar cane resembles a corn field, hut the plants
are soiuewl.at larger ami there are no
tassels and no ears. The stalks at
this time have been growing about 12
months and have changed from green
to reddish In color, while most of the
lower leaves have fallen away. They
are cut hy hand with a long knife,
stripped of their leaves nnd carried on
carta or small cars to JJie sugar mill.

Sayi "Result

Wai Surprising."

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE

Doing Good Work.
Good work Is not entirely a question
Often It Is Impaired
of will power.
by n low physical standard. The quality of the work cannot I"1 up to high
water mark when every faculty, every
function, nnd every hit of your ability
Is affected by a rundown physical and
You may be sure
mental condition.
that your weakness, whatever Its
cause, will appear In your work, whether It Is unking books or sidling them,
lunching school or studying, chiseling
statues or diuuliur ditcbes.
Had one the power to analyze tint
many a failcause of his
ure could see these tlilmrs standing
out all over Ids career Insiilliclent
sleep, lack of exercise In the open
air, lack of change and recreation. Irregularity and want of system la his
method of living.
The youth who would get the moot
out of life, who would reach the highest expression In his work nnd revigor nnd enthusitain his
asm to the last must lead n regular
life. Orison Swett Mardeti In Chicago
Dally News.

Open All Night

N

d

outskirts of the w ild marshy rcLdon"
of Northwest Tasmania eonllnus the
exist
i. 'ii.(Httt or Itti.lKHl ymrs turn of
0 (.'lent wombat
(one of the pouched
11,11
peculiar to the Antipodes),

It's a waste of time to find fault
with yourself. Lots of people will do
it for you.

n t
Ogg&B.oss taie

RUN-DOW-

AGO

A complete skeloion recently discovered In tie .Mowbray iiiarsli, on the fur

determine
were
road claims should be filed because of
that road's negligence.

Veterinary Impcctor
Diitrict.

ALL

CENTURIES

7

was made by Mr.
I.ovett, It fanner, who was digging it
drain Into ihe swamp.
The skeleton lay hurled in six feet
of decayed vci;eialdo matter retina on
sand that was nine the bed ol' a hike.
museum,
Mr. Scull of Ihe l.aitllee-lnt- i
examined nnd excavated the skeleton
and expressed tin- - opinion that the
more than
animal had lived pcru;
L'u.niHi
says the London
years ai-'Pally Mall. It. Is tin' only specimen
In life the animal
yet discovered.
would he hlirgcr than a mule, with
four elephantine lets ami a bead very
lunch like a bulldou. Kxperls believe
It to be a smaller species of a gigantic
marsupial approaching In size the
Urontosuunis (which weighed SO to IK)
tons). It has long, bearlike tusks, and
probably lived on herbs nnd wns slow
To determine the cause of recent of movement.
wombat Is n bur
The present-dawreck on a Pennsylvania railroad, a
rowing animal from two to three feet
mock collision wus staged. As a result of the imitation wreck officiuls long, with n short, thick body, short
aguinst which legs nnd very little tall.
able to

open all night. This will give
(he wheat haulers a chance to
get something to cat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morninft.

WEAK, NERVOUS,

MANY

Skeleton of Giant Wombat, Recently
Found in Tasmania, Believed to
Be 20,000 Years Old.

cup-

one-hal-

Preliminary contests in debntng,
violin, reading, voice and piano were
held yeeterduy' to select representa-tive- s
for Little Rock High School
in the state literary and athletic meet
to be held nt Hope Muy
inclusive
The reuding and debating contests
were held yesterday morning in the
auditorium of the high school. Charles
Shinault won the debating contest
over several rivals and Madge Shep-artook first place in the reading
contest. Arkansas Gazette.
Miss Madge Shepard is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Shepard,
who formerly lived in Clovis.

try were (wiulent and somewhat
above the middle stature, and their
language wus hard of utterauce and
ungraceful. Their chief river, the
I'husls, like the Ithlne, lost Itself In
Interminable sands.
Northern Scythla, Including the
region above Kurmntla nnd the forests of Germany as fur as the fror.en
sea, was a wilderness through which
many pastoral and hunting nations
IneeKsimtly
roamed Detroit Free

one-hu-

one-thir- d

There are 30,000 hoys uml girls engaged in boys' and girls' club work
in Minnesota. Over $10,000 arc
spent in prizes and the state officials
who make the appropriations
every penny of it is worth while.
1,000 boys and girls are given free
trips to the stale fair, n short course
at the agrieiiltural college, or the
Livestock Exposition.
t
the
Hankers .iun"d $100,00
members of the pig and calf clubs
last year.
The club work was valued at
for he year I'.I'.'O. That is. the
products of the hoys anil girls efforts
total that amount.
The Dcarbornc Independent.

FORMER CLOVIS CIRL WINS
HONORS IN HIGH SCHOOL.

The Inhabitants of Colchis, set In
the valleys of the Inaccessible Caucasus to the northward of the Asiatic plains, were the Hollanders of ancient times. They were a free and
barbarous people, but were Invited to
the cultivation of commerce by the
vicinity of two sens which were formerly "lned towards the north, aud
attained by means of It to a great degree of opulence which made them
celebrated. Their territory of small
extent lay on the eastern shore of
the Euxlne sen. The greater portion
of It was marshy, and the atmosphere
humid; they hud frequent and heavy
rains, a great number of channels Intersected their plu Ins, on the banks
of which the dwellings of the people
were placed, raised for the most part
upon stakes. The natives of the coun-

I'nlon.)

hit

TIMES

Colchis, Caucasian Tribe, Free People
BecauM They Had Alwaya
Command of the 8a.
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COL. GEO. DRYBREAD and others, Auctioneers.
o

or

I

THE CLOVI3 NEWS.
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RAIL OWNERS PRESENT
FARMERS WILL CARRY
DEMANDS TO PRESIDENT.
THEIR SIDE OF CASE

GULF WELL NEAR
AMARILLO TO BE PUMPED

Chicago, April, 20. Setting a
whirlwind pace, more than thirty railroads laid their pleas for wage reducthe
before
tions
labor
board
today
in
the finat days presentation of the currier's evidence.
The board then adjourned until April
2th, to alljw the employes time in
which to prepare their reply.
Predictions of receiverships and
bankruptcies interspersed exhibit
exhibit introduced by the roads
to show decreases in outside industry
ivages and the cost of living since the
present railroad wage scale was made
effective. All of the roads took the
tame position as that expressed by
W. G. Bierd of the Chicago and Alton,
the last witness.
"The wage decision of July, 1920,
(15 1 understand
it, was based almost
entirely on the increased cost of living," Mr. Bierd said. "If that is correct, we feel fully justifid in asking
a, decrease in these rates of pay, first
on the grounds of absolute necessity,
necnnd, because the reason for creating the present rate has been removed, and third, because other industries have reduced their wages."
The hoard was flooded with another
mass of figures today as roads from
the west, southwest and southeast
made their submissions in rapid succession.
Numerous ro.;ds told the
hoard that unless they had relief, they
would soon be on the Tocks, several
smaller roads rating deficits at

Aniarillo Texas, April 20. Drillers at tho Gulf No. 2 are marking
time pending the arrival of pumping
materia) which has been expected the
past two days. Report from the well
Wednesday night rtates material is
expected today and that it will be a
very short time until the well is under the pump.
Owners generally display a tenacity
in holding on, and acreage dealers
claim, are rather stiff in their prices.
Some deals are made every day, however, but none Involving a large block
of acreage are reported for the week.

uf-t-

Washington,
April 20 Farmers
from all parts of the United States
meeting here today under 'the auspices of the National Farmers Union,
decided to take their fight for a reduction in freight rites direct to
President Harding.
This decision was reached after
spokesmen for the farmers had conferred with members of the interstate
commerce commission to urge lower
rates.
The delegates apparently were dis
satisfied with the outcome of this
conference.
Officials of the farmers' union said
President Harding probably would be
asked to call a conference of shippers,
labor, federal rail agencies, steel and
other interests which furnish the re'.l- roads supplies and bankers to discuss
a voluntary readjustment so as to restore commerce to Its accustomed
channel and give an impetus to business and agriculture.
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Mean Real Values

The Chamber of Commerce is doing a great work for Clovis. Every
citizen should be a member and contribute toward its support.

If you haven't visited our store, don't fail to drop in there
next time you are in town. Thousands of articles that you need

DENSITY OF POPULATION

are awaiting you at the lowest possible price.

The total land area of New Mexico
is 2'2,50.'l square miles.
The average
number of inhabitants to the square
mile in IH'JO was 2.!) as against 2.7
in 1!)1U ami 1.(5 in 1D00.
There is
plenty of room for new settlers in
the Sunshine State.

The Chamber of Commerce is do- NEW INSURANCE
ing a great work for Clovis. Every
COMPANY ORGANIZED
citizen should be a member and conThe Southwestern Mutual Life Intribute toward its support.
surance Company, with principal ofTRADE TRIP PLANS
fices at Clovis, has recently been orBEING PERFECTED ganized, with the following officers:
A. I.. Phillips, President.
Committees have been appointed to
S. J. Hoykin, Vice President.
make arrangements for the merchants
K. K. Mason, Vice President.
trade trip which will be made to
II. N. Hill, Vice President.
Texiro Karwell, Pleasant Hill, Hol-lenA. V. Rkarda, Treasurer.
Hellview, Grady and Claud on
K. I.. McCauley, Secretary.
Tuesday, .May 1 0th. Much good will
Dr. H. A. Miller, Medical Kxaniiner.
he derived from this trip and it is exJudge K. K. Kowells, Legal Advisor.
pected that most every merchant will
have a car in the excursion.
News
Ads ge' results.

Our Specials for this Week
Aluminum pre-

t.

White Curtain Scrim,
Nippon China Cups
heavy 36
in. wide, special value and Saucers, $2.00 grade
grade, with handle and
at
Saturday only
lid, this week.
serving

The redingote and the sash both
features In the spring styles, tlnd
themselves In favor with the dignified
and graceful frock for afternoon,
which Is shown above. It lias an
mitlcrsllp of satin and
an overdress In redingote style, which
may be either satin or wool.

Kettle,

95c set

Plain White

match.

all

Popular
Copyrights

to 5$ Stores

This week
$1.49 Set

ill

Booh

AMERICANS

Cups and Saucers Plates to

1

Continuation of Our

15c yd

95c each

The fable of the tortoise and the
hare tcachtt us that perseverence
usually gets the gate receipts.

3

This week
95c each

T1

W
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FORECASTING
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This Big Event in Ladies'

Wear, which we started last week,
has met with the approval of so many hundred women who recognize Real Values, that we have decided to extend

THIS

BIG

Ready-T-

SALE

o

ON!

MORE

WEEK

This is a wonderful opportunity for the wise buyers.
Spring brides and women planning summer trips should c&pecially take
du vantage of this Eig Sale.

Nothing Reserved

..1

wide-awak- e

J TM

I!

hi

DON'T WAIT
DON'T PUT IT OFF
BUT COME IN TODAY
BEFORE OUR LINES BECOME BROKEN

Big Specials on Saturday, April 23rd and

on Closing Day of Sale, Saturday, April 30

BUY HERE AND SAVE

Tliis lovely frock uf pruy crepe-di'- if
clilnn may lu ink' n n a erlli-r- l
the sprinc styles for iiflernoon wear.
It fullllls all the reonlriMiieiilH of Oni
mm If, licpiitiliiK wllli I In- - innsl
and thai is simplicity. It
hns n slip over bodlep, faslenliiR on
the shoulder, n loni; tunic laid in
Iletween
plailsiinil a plain
tln IiIkIi and tho low waistline II
rhimsrs the latter and inakps a comIoiie mnl short
promise between
length,
sleeves with the Ihree-nnarte- r
flarini; style. Spring Is written In nil
Its details hut emphasized In the eyelet embroidery nnd silk disks that
make up Its decorations. The odd
opening at the front, which distinguishes lhls dress, revealing a little
biittoii-lrlmnievestee of lace, Is i
feature of Hie new styles. Often II
glimpses a bright color.
A man

Hlnnt;

finds it cat
be onto

to gi t
sturtcd down

Ludcy Tiger
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MRS. E. C. GRISAMORE, Prop.
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sacrificed because we have to have cash to pay our bills now due.

L aoies

I'ri-i-

i.

Nothing Held Back

In our big stock of High Grade, New Spring Coats, Suits, Dresses, Waists,
Blouses, Petticoats, Hose, Novelties and Notions, in fact, on every article the
PRICE has been SLAUGHTERED and forgotten. Our large stock is being

:

un,uvulJ

HMPimi

urn

coUli;ill.CB

tcnipii
un
lallinpc nair
promotes luxuriant nmwlh-xli- ln
luain.
Dituty. himl'Ji artion lminerilAt
and
tartaln. Honor-Buc- k
CilarantM.
M arugiiita M aarftara, nt aaaa BM
for aanaraiia Hinplli
KanaM City. Ha.
UKTT TICU CO.,

"The Idol Hancer," the production
which nearly cost 1). W. Griffith and
his company their lives, is a masterful
blending of love, drama nnd comedy
as only Griffith knows how to blend
them, with a mysterious dancing
beauty, who is the quest of white men
derelicts in the South Sens, as the

bent between a Puritan youlh awaiting the White I'lagtie's toll
and th
magnificently
reckless
yoiinir beachcomber.
Then the lilackbirder, exploiter of
native labor, finds her shrine nnd
hreaks the fetters of longiiiK for the
Purtnn and awakens the gin-sdcre.
heroine, will be presented at the LyHot to manhood.
A production of
ceum Theatre Saturday night.
master touches, abundant in comedy
In a benutiful South Sea setting
to
contrast the Island love fervor. Bo
Griffith, the genius, unfolds a dramatic love conflict fanned by a mys- sure and see this master production at
terious dancing beauty to a blazing the Lyceum Saturday night.

